PRICE FIVE CENTS.

TOURIST REGISTER.

COTTAGE
FURNITURE

THIS POPULAR FEATURE WILL THE LITTLEFIELD PROPERTY AT
DEER POINT QT. CHEBEAGUE
COMMENCE IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF THIS PUBLICATION.
DESTROYED BY FIRE FRIDAY LAST.
Watch for it if You Want to Find
On*
of
the
Tenants Was Able To
Where Your Frtonda are SpendSave The Greater Part of their
ing the Summer.
Furniture.
Commencing with oar next issue.
Great Chebeague Island at 4 o'clock
July 11th, the ever popular feature of
publishing the hotel and boarding on Ftiday afternoon last was visited
house register of Casco Bay, for the by one of the largest and most disastrous fires that has occured here
season of 1907, will be inaugurated.
for
This list will contain as usual the a' long time. The large two tenement
house at Deer Point near
names of all the regular tourists, not
Jenk's
transients, who are at the hotels or Landing, which was owned by Ammi
boarding houses at the tim? the list Uttlefleld, and occupied by Royal Ross
was
taken
for
publication. The and William Rlcker, was totally de••Breeze" register has proven itte'f stroyed by Are, with the most of the
It is believed the
very valuable to
excursionists
to furniture.
lire
Casco Bay in locating their friends caught about the chimney, and the
who are known to be stopping at structure was soon a mass of flames.
At the time the Are started
some leading boarding bouse or hotel
Mrs.
in the bay.
By turning to :hls regi s- Ricker was at Portland, while the
one
ter they may be located at once If only
at home was Mrs. Ross.
they are summering here. This fea- who was fortunate enough to save a |
ture has for many years be^n gTeatly small part of her furniture with the
appreciated by the many reader* and kind assistance of neighbors nearby.
their friends.
Only the hctels and The house was valued at about $2,000,
boarding houses using the columns of and the furnishings lost by both famthe
"Breeze" are
to
be
In- ilies at about $1,000 more, making the
cluded in
this
list.
If you want total loss about $3,000.
which
was
to know where your friends are spend- partly covered by insurance.
There
were no means of
ing the summer, watch the register.
extinguishing the
flames from destroying
the
entire
building, aa it had made good headway before it was discovered.

y^E

have just what you are looking for
fit up your summer cottage. Come
in and inspect our different departments
and see what we are
offering new this season. If you want to save
money and get
the best, come in and see us. Remember, we
are always pleased to show
goods, whether
to

you

purchase or

not.

Cor.

Complete

Exchange

THIS POPULAR ISLAND WILL ENTERTAIN MANY EXCURSIONISTS ON THE NATIONAL
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CHEBEA6UE ISLAND.

Hatters,

PREPARATIONS FOR FOURTH INCLUDE TWO BALL GAMES AT
SO. FREEPORT.

Furnishers,

Evening

Will Be Featured by Display
of Fireworks at The Hamilton.

May Allen of South Free port
being entertained by her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Alex Cameron and
•on Fraier. of
Montreal, Can., arrived
here on the Island Saturday last for
a short sojourn.
Mr. Cameron and
family are now registered at the
"Villa."
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Llndholm of
17 and IT 1-21 Preble St.
Roxbury, Mass.. returned to their
home on Friday last after
Dealers In
•
having spent
New end Second-Hand Furniture, Antique Coode of all a pleasant vacation at the Island
View cottage, for the past two weeks.
kinds bought and aold. Aleo Auctioneers and
Appraiaera.
The R. H. Cleaves cottage on the
North Road will be occupied by C.
D. McCantflesa of Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. McCandleas and family arrived
here on the Island Friday last for the
summer, and are located at the cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Newell and family of
Springfield. Mass., are to occupy the
"Hazelwood Lodge" at the East End.
and are expected here about July 4th.
Our display of Portland and Casco Bay
Mr. Fred Watta of Maiden, Mass.
connected with the City Trust Co. of
post cards is unusually fine, embracing as it
Boston, left Chebeague for his home
on Saturday last after spending the
does the very best cards selected from the four
past week at the Island View cottage.
leading lines. Our display stands make selecMrs. H. A. Cook and family of Newton Center, Mass., arrived here the
tion easy and rapid. Leather post cards of local
22nd and are now settled In the Laarey cottage at the East End, which
scenery.
they will occupy as their home thla
is

Thru Floors,

26 and 28 Monomoot Sq.

Tolman, Bradford Furniture Co.,

Casco

Bay

Miss

j

Post Cards.

season.

WILLIAM W. ROBERTS CO.
STATIONERS.
233 Middle St.,

PORTLAND, ME.

H.

L.

HAMILTON.

Chebengue Island.
Open June 25

to

Prop.

Maine.

Sept. 15.

Today

the

family

will

be

joined by Mr. Cook, who Is coming for
an ontlng over the Fourth.
Deacon Robert N. Howard and wife
of Wakefield hav* been the guests of
Mr. and Mrs.
'ser at their beautiful summer honiv on Sunset Road.
During Mr. and Mrs. Howard's oatIns here they were highly entertained,
and returned to their home on Friday
last after having a most enjoyable

time.
Work has been completed

on

(Continued ob Pag* I.)

IAIIEY ISLAMD.
SOCIETY HAPPENINGS AT THE
BEAUTIFUL RESORT OF THE
OUTER BREAKERS.

Every Cottage Taken

The glorious 4th Is to be celebrated

Island

with small profits

One Price

Steamboat

most extensive manner on this
and the plans of the Casco
Bay Steamboat Co. are certainly the
most extensive ever undertaken for
a national holiday.
From sunrise until long after sunset, there will be attractions going on/that will without
much doubt bring a throng of excursionists to the island.
Among the
chief features of the day will be two
balloon ascensions by Prof. Lawrence
Davla, ball games, boat races and
field sports of all kinds are in order
during the hours of the afternoon,
and with the many contestants entered the races are sure to be of great
interest. The ever popular Gem theater will give its usual performances
during the day. and these are certain
to attract an audience, that is only
limited to the capacity of the playhouse.
The day's festivities will be
brought to a close by a fine display of
fireworks, which will be given on the
water front.
The Casco Bay Steamboat Co. will give continuous service
all day long, and if the weather la fair
a multitude of people will avail themselves of a delightful
of
program

and Federal Sts.

F. C. HASKELL,

The Hamilton

FOURTH AT PEAKS.

R. S. DAVIS CO.
Portland's

SERIOUS BLAZE.

the

and

Still Active.

Building

The Ashing schooner "Eva
Mildred," Capt. Charles York,

and
was

reported at the Boston market
last
week.
The crew secured a cargo
of S6 swordflsh and as the price paid

The newest and finest hotel in Casco
Bay. Complete
in every detail of modern
appointment and appliance. Baths
and toilets on every floor.
Large rooms, polished wood
floors and rugs. All chamber furniture of the best
weathered oak finish, iron beds with National
and hair
springs
and felt mattresses. Acetylene
gas. 100 foot veranda facing the Bay and beach. Finest bathing beach in Casco
all on our own private
t Bay,
grounds only 500 feet (from
the hotel.
♦.
1
>\
;
Plenty of amusements, dancing, etc. One [of
the tiest chefs in New England.
Kates and
booklets, floor plans etc. oa application.
*

Purington's

force of workmen busily
engaged on another new cottage, the
site of which Is adjoining her partly

finished cottage.
Miss Bessie Jones of Lancaster.
N. H., Is being entertained at "Restabit," the summer home of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles W. Sleeper.
Dr. A. S. Sawyer and family of
Littleton. N. H., arrived here on the
Island Monday last and will spend
the month at the Periwinkle cottage
which
is delightfully situated
on
Mackerel Cove shore.
The doctor

and his wife are to entertain several
of their friends while here for their
vacation.

Messrs. William D. and Bentley H.

Smith,

Miss Emily A. Smith, Mrs.
E. S. Richards and Miss L. B. Richards. all of Reading. Pa., were among
the Saturday arrivals.
They are
to spend
the summer In their cottage here which is situated on
the
land known as the Pasture. Bailey's
Island has no greater admirers among
the summer colony than the Smiths,
all of whom have been here for many
years past.
Miss Gertrude M. Partridge of Dorchester. Mass.. arrived at the
Seaside cottage on
Monday morning,
coming direct from
Old Orchard,
where she had been the guest
of
friends.
Miss Partridge Is a
china
decorator of great promise, and during her sojourn here last season she
exhibited on two occasions some of
her choice vpeclmens of
handwork.
The
young lady received
merited
praise for the collection shown and
each Instant disposed of the greater
part of her exhibit.

Contractor Charles 8. Thomas
Is
rapidly
completing the fine
large
eight room cottage that he has under
construction for Miss Ida Waugh of

Philadelphia.
the

Pa.

The

site

Is

one

most desirable to be found
the Island.
Several of the many friend* here
of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph
Lyman
Brown of Denver, Colo., hare during
the paat week received cards
announcing the marriage of their daughter. Bernlce. to Mr. John Cochrane
Kewie on Saturday. June twenty-second. one thousand nine hundred aeven at Denver. Colo.
Mrs. Keene was
well and favorably known here, having spent two summers with
her
mother. Mrs. Orace M. Brown, the
of

on

well known authoress
and writer.
Mrs. Keene has many of the talenta
of her brilliant mother, and she la a
graduate of the Mlaaes Ely's school
for young ladles at New York City.
Miss Goldle 8 her wood of Lancaater. N, H.. one of the party of
the
High school class of '07. who were
entertained at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles W. Sleeper. Wednesday
not
and Thursday of laat week, did
accompany her schoolmates on their
but
remained over here until
return,
Monday aa the gneat of her friend.
Miss Doris E. Sleeper.

Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Hathaway of
Mechanic Falls. Me., who have been
sojourning here for some time paat
at their summer home at the east
end of the laland returned home to-

day.

The

summer

term of school cloeed

here Friday afternoon last, and as a
fitting clo*e to the year's work, the
pupils of tfee school, assisted by Miss

<-

at the High school at
Franklin, Me. He
is a graduate of Wesley an
Seminary
at Kent's Hill. Me., and has also at-

Ethel Orr, gave an entertainment In tended
Colby for two years.
This
the evening at which all the
people (all Mr. Dodge intends going to Bowof the island were invited to attend. doin
College where he will complete
Long before the opening number the his law course.
school room was comfortably filled
The storm of
Sunday
with the parents and friends of the
morning
gave a fine opportunity for those InThe entire exercises
pnpils.
were terested
to witness some of the most
under the supervision of Mr.
Dodge, beautiful surf scenes seen here for
the teacher of the grammar
grades, many a day. On the east shore and
parand the excellent manner in
which ticularly at Thunder
Cove, the sight
each number of the program
was
was
the white spray asbeautiful,
carried out reflects credit to his incending at times to a height of twenstruction.
Following was the pro- ty feet, then
dashing against the rocks
gram rendered.
The schoolroom was
making a sound like that of & roartastily decorated with
wild flowers ing cannon.
Many tourists made sevand American flags.
eral trips during the
day. and with
Instrumental Music, Miss Ethel Orr their cameras made fine pictures of
the surf.
Recitation—Woodman Spare That
Tree.
Irving Sinnett
Benjamin X. Luckey of Paterson,
Reading—False and True.
N. J., arrived here on the island
SunNellie Thomas day, having come direct to Portland
Recitation—The Last Leaf,
by rail. Sunday evening Mrs. B. F.
Henry Sinnett Luckey. accompanied by her son. Dr.
Reading—Too Late,
Helen Orr Franklin Parker Luckey, Miss
HarInstrumental Music,
Miss Orr riett Luckey. Miss Parker and Miss
Mollie Parker, arrived and went diDialogue—City Visitors.
Henry and Irving Sinnett. Elroy
rect to their
summer
home.
The
Johnson. Gladys Johnson. Nellie
family came by water arriving In
Thomas, Helen Orr;
Portland In time for the evening boat
Recitation—Mr. Brown.
Leo York here. Dr. B. P. Luckey will join his
Reading.
Mr. Dodge family In a few days.
The Luckey**
Recitation.
Eddie Sinnett mimmer home is one of the most preReading—Christmas Wind,
tentious on the Island and is
delightGladys Johnson fully situated at the head of Mackerel
Instrumental Music.
Miss Orr Cove.
The family Is to remain all
Prof. Herbert
wife of summer.
Day and
Washington, D. C., arrived here the
Bert Cuiit of Chebeague was on the
latter part of last week for the re- Island Sunday.
mainder of the summer months. They
Miss Kathryn Blgelow of Lewiston
are occupying the Waugh
cottage on and Luther P. Bonney of Lewiston
the back shore.
were here on the Island the past week.
Mr. and
Mr*.
Tolman, of Wor- The Blaelow cottage "Dirftwood" la
fMter. Mam., accompanied by their finely situated at Little
Harbor.
daughter. MIsh Nellie, and Mra. TolP. H. Dunton. representing Oren
man®
father. Mr. Oeorge Otla. ar- Hooper's Sons.
Portland, was here on
rived laat week for an outing at their
the Island last week calling on hla
cottage on Summer Hill.
many friends.
Mr. J. E. Norrla of Wayne. Me.,
who wan the guest of hla cousin. Mra.
Jamen fj. 8tetaon, for a ahort vacation, returned home Monday laat.
Jsmea G. 8tetaon la showing aome CASCO
BAY
STEAMBOAT
CO'S
fine souvenir poatal carda. many of
•OATS INAUGUARATED SUMthe views being new thla year.
He
MER SCHEDULE MONDAY.
haa alao added a
magazine counter
where all the latent monthly publiTouch at Ch«b«*gg« Island, Hop* lacation are offered for sale.
land. South Marpswall and Ournat
Mra. P. B Beede la at her cottage.
Brldg* In Lowar Bay.
-Bonnyrlew," on Summer Hill for the
aeaaon.
The Caaco Bay Steamboat Company
Mr. and Mra. Howell of Worcester. la now running steamers to the Port*
Maaa
arrived Tuesday for a
landlnira
ahort land Harbor
Including
Peaks. Cushlnfrs,
and
Iconic
outing.
the
aa
haa
always been tb«1r
Rev. Mr. Purlngton. paator of the Dlamonda.
aa
1907
and
a
In
step
M. E. church at Harpawell. occupied ru*torn,
advance,
the pulpit at the Union service held they are Including Hope laland, Che*
South
Harpawell and
here Sunday
afternoon.
A large beaffue laland.
Gurnet.
The latter pl&cea are
to
number were present.
be aerred by the steamer Merry con eag
Charles E. Dodge of Clinton. Me
and one other boat. giving four round
who haa been teaching at the Gramtiipa daily at Hope and Chebeague.
mar school here, haa gone to Portthree dally round
trips to South
land for the summer after being here
the laat
boat
tearing
the paaC tend, which closed oa Fri- Harpawell.
Portland at i!0 p. m. One round
Before coming to Bailey's
day laat
Island this spring Mr. Dodge taught
(Continued on Pafa 1)

ROW PLYIN6 BAY.

OCEAN VIEW HOTEL.
MANY

Philadelphia. Pa., and daughter.

SEY.

Special Dinner To B«

Served

July

4th.

Lewis H. Bacon and son Lewis H.
Bacon, Jr.. of Newton. Mass., registered Saturday for a few days out-

ing.

Miss Elsie M. York and Mr. Charles
E. Dodge of Watervllle were among
those here for dinner Sunday.
Mr.
Dodge was In charge of the grammar grades in the school here during
the past term, and his results were
most satisfactory.

Miss Inez
Miss Paul of
hotel for the
in charge of
of the local
winter term,
efforts with

friends.

was la Portland on Saturday last on business for
the Hill Crest.

owned by C. E. Conner.
The Brooks
family will have as their guests over
the holiday. Miss lone Harlow of Dixfleld. Me., who Is a sister of Mrs.
Brooks. Miss Harlow will spend three
weeks at the "CUftondale."

Mayo.
Charles W. Hamilton

Walter
C.
the
noted
Rogers,
teacher of dancing,
with
recently
Mme. Hall, will conduct a term of
dancing lessons at the Hill Crest pat*
lors this season.

Hall of Westbrook and
Camden are here at the
season.
Miss Hall was
the primary department
school here during the
and by her paintaklng
the pupils made
many

Joe McGilrray.
Chebeague base

who played with the
ball nine last year,
while here will be on the Island at the
"Bellevlew Cottage" later in the sum-

Mrs. F. E. Fairbank of Monmouth.
Me., la in charge of the culinary dehere this season.
partment
Mrs.
Fairbank has already proven
her
ability and the dining room Is certain
to maintain its high reputation
of
former years.
Mr. and Mrs. John Verrier of Newark. N. J.,
are
to arexpected
rive July 5th. for a two weeks' outThis is their first visit to the
ing.
Island.
The National holiday will be celebrated In a quiet manner at
the
house, but a special dinner ylll be
served to celebrate the occasion.

mer.

S. A. Stephens of Sprtngfied,
Mass.. is enjoying a pleasant vacation
on the Chebeague, having registered
at the "Villa."
Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Staten of
North Carolina, are spending their vacation at the Island View cottage.

Master Philip Hamilton of South
Portland has been visiting his grandparents. Henry O. Hamilton, here on
the island.
Mrs. W. M. Steward and family of

Philadelphia

arrived here on Saturday
settled In their cozy
cottage at the Ballard colony.
Mrs.
Steward is a sister of Mrs. E. A. Ballard. who arrived here on Friday last.
Mrs. Carrie Johnson of Pawtucket.
R. I.. Iva Purrlngton of Allston, Mass..
Edith Robinson and Alice Rogers of
Qulncy. Mass.. arrived here today to
spend the Fourth at the "Belleview
Cottage." which is conducted by Miss
After the
Fourth
Roger's mother.
Misses Rogers and Purrington will return to their homes, and the other
members of the party will remain for
the summer.
Miss Purrington is a
noted singer, and no doubt the party
will enjoy a very pleasant outing.
Walter C. Rogers will be master of
ceremonies at the Hill Crest this sea-

last, and

CASCO BAY HOUSE.
MONTREAL PARTIES DUE
TO
ARRIVE
HERE
TO-DAY
FOR THEIR VACATION.

MANY

Several

Picnic

Parties

Have

Been

Entertained at the Pavilion During the Past Week.

Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Morin of Mon-

treal. Canada, accompanied by their
son Paul, are here at the house for

the entire summer.
The family have
been regular visitors here for many
years past, and are great admirers of
the island.

Mr. H. C. Needham and father. Mr.
D. Needham. returned here today
after spending a few days at Hudson,
Mass.. where they have been to attend to business affairs.
Mr. Needham has just completed furnishing his
cottage with new furniture, and now
has one of the most beautiful cottages
on the island.

John Goebel of Berlin, N. H..
among the early arrivals to register here.
Mrs. Goebel is expected
to arrive soon and it is their intention
to make an extended sojourn.
Mr.

E.

Misses May C. and Gertrude
E.
Trant of Boston. Mass., were among

tbe arrivals of last week.
The young
ladies are here for a two weeks out-

Mary

The local baseball fans are to play
two games at South Freeport on the
Fourth, and will be accompanied by
a large crowd of inters.
The game
* 111 be hotly contested for as l oth
teams have a very strong battery.

A. Kearns of South Bos-

ton, 'Mass., arrived Monday for
short vacation.

a

Mrs. George H. Hanna and family
Montreal are expected to arrive
here in a few days.
The family are
regular tourists here and were great
favorites with the guests of former
years.
Mr. R. Llfshltz of Brooklyn, X. Y.,
Is expected to arrive this week and It
Is his intention of making an extended vacation.
Mr. Llfshitz is another
of our yearly patrons.

of

Mrs. D.

A.

and children
of Montreal, accompanied
by Mrs.
Cummlngs of the same city are booked
to arrive today.
Mr. D.
A. Marchand will Join his family about the

A fine display of fireworks will be
set off on 'he water In fron: of tht
Hamilton on the evening
of t'ie
With thou large number of
Fourth.
tuorists *'io are expected uere
a
glorious time Is anticipated.

Marchand

8th.
B. F. Woodbury of Beverly, Mass.,
has assumed duties as the new clerk
of the Hotel this year.
Mr. Magnus
Ridlon who for the past Ave years
ndftnaged the clerical end of the house
so skillfully, graduated from the Bow*
doln Medical school
this year.
A
keen Interest of the prior sojourners
will be felt In Mr. Ridlon as he pursues his medical profession.
CHEBEAQUE ISLAND.

(Continued from first Page.)

are now

son.

was

Miss

We have the makes ot men's
that salt particular people
Ira F. Clark * Co., 26 and
always.
28 Monument Square, Portland, Me.

are

"Lyndhurst"
TOURISTS ARE EXPECTED Is owned
by

TO ARRIVE THIS WEEK FROM
NEW YORK AND NEW JER-

ing.

Miss
at
the
summering
at the East End. which
Dr. Johnson of Waltham.
Mass.
Mr. Mayo la thoroughly enjoying his vacation on the Island, and
admires the change from the Massachusetts coast, where he usually sum*
mers. and also the change of climate
from that of South America, where
he has heen In past summers. After
the Fourth of July Capt. Samuel Hof,
I'. S. A., and wife, also of Philadelphia. will occupy the cottage for the
remaining part of the season. Mrs.
Hof Is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Gertrude,

|

James J. Thompson, one of the Island's best known and respected citizens, passed away Sunday afternoon
last at his late residence after a linThe first
gering illness of cancer.
symptoms of his disease were noticed
last October and all that medical skill
could accomplish was resorted to;
yet to be only baffled in the end. For
the last month of his life he was confined to his bed;
yet during all his
sufferings he bore them with great
fortitude and patience.
He is survived by a wife and eight children,
Mrs. Fannie
Hamilton, Mrs. Mabel
Misses Effie,
Hamilton.
Nellie and
Ethel
Herbert
Thompson. Eugene.
and Joseph Thompson.
The funeral
services were conducted Tuesday afternoon at 2 p. m., from
the M. E.
church, and were attended by many
of the friends of the deceased. Rev.
Mr. Abbott delivered a touching eulogy on the life and fine characteristics
of the departed husband and father.
The floral tributes were many and
the committal was in the family lot

building near Hamilton and Webber's Ice cream parlors, which was here.
built by Henry Bowen for a souvenir
store. It Is expected that Mr. Bowen
will hustle his store along so that the
place will be opened for the Fourth,
when there will be many tourists on
the Island.
Mr. L. C. Hyde of Springfield Is to
be here on the Island over the Fourth,
and will Join his family who have
Th«» Bayswater Sowing club
met
been at their beautiful summer home Thursday with Mrs. Lottie C. Plumfor the past three weeks. Mr. Hyde Is mer at Tolotus cottage.
Mrs. D. W.
postmaster at the Springfield post- Schwarz Is the president and organ*
new

office.

Dr. Peck of New York city Is here
on the Island for a short outing, and
Is stopping at the Hill Crest, where
he will remain until after the Fourth
of

Among the most Important Fourth
July attractions on Chebeague will
in**

game near tne Hill Crest
the Chebeague and
Caaco
bane ball nines, and also the display
of firework* on the water In front of
the Hamilton. No doabt there will be
o»h«»r nm«i(M>m<knts at the Hummer cottage* and the day will be greatly enJoyed by the younger people.
Miss Mary Newell of Springfield Is
the guest of Mrs. Dorothy Hyde at
her summer home near the Hamilton.
r>v

rmn

b^twe^n

Mrs. F. H. Jones of Portland, with
her son Fred, and also Robert
E.
Hawkes, arrived here Monday last
and are now pleasantly located at
their Rummer home at the East End.
Miss M. E. Ken yon of New York
city arrived on the Inland last week
and will enjoy a short sojonrn here
until after the Fourth.
Mlsa Ken/on
Is stopping at the Hill Crest.
The Alder cot tag* at the East End
Is occupied for the summer by Mrs. J.
F. Sweeny of Newton Center, Mass
and with her Is her son. Frederick, and
daughter. Miss Alice. The family arrived on the Island last week, and will
be joined over the Fourth
by Mr.
Sweeny, who Is to stay for a short
sojourn
Mr. Philip O. Hawkins of Lowell,
Mass
is visiting his wife, who la
here for the summer with her mother,
Mrs. Dorothy Hyde, at their cottage
at the East End.
Mr. and Mrs. James It. Mayo of

Izer and the club meets once a week
at the different members cot tag**.
Those present were Mrs. D.
W.
Schwarz. Mrs. Cox. Everett, Mats.;
Mrs. Pierce, Mrs. H. E. Dyer, Mrs.
Mrs.
Adelaide
Harvey Trefethen.
Pierce, and Mrs. J. W. Plummer. Refreshments were served and a very

enjoyable time spent.

A. H. Whltmore and family of Portland are enjoying the summer
at
their cottage, "Marlon" at Trefethens.

Mrs. A. O. Robinson
of "Nestledown" cottage at Evergreen,
wan
down last week getting ready to let
her cottage.

and Mrs. O. A. Bynon
and
of Oakdale spent several 4*rs
this week
at their cottage.
They
will not spend the summer at Evernew
green but will remain at their
home In Oakdale. where George has
a line garden that ticeds all his attention.
Mr.

family

Mr. A. B. Merrill of Deerlng District. wan down making wra* needed
repairs ot» his cottapes st Krergreen
prior to renting th^m for the season

♦ f
Mr. J. A. E. XoTe* and wlf#
Grant street ore st their cottage the

"Albion." for the eea^on.
Mr. Fred A Dinfcsrater and fsnlly
are now at the Thirst? cottage for
the season
and report
everything

dry.

Mr. C. A. Goodwin ha* let his c»tL.
tage "Pine Cone." to Mr. A.
Davis of Por*.lan1 for the month of

August.

DONT DltAPPOINT Hlft.
If yon'rs at the seashore with your
best girl you must look your very

best.

All are most proficient In
playing their various Instruments, violin. 'cello and piano.
Mrs. Robert
Ely. violinist and leader. Is one of
rare musical attainments,
playing her
violin as only such an artist could.
Several social affairs have
been
arranged to take place during
the
week.
A whist party and the reguseason.

clothes

So.

HarpswcQ

THe Ocean View Hotel
BAILEY ISLAND, ML

WALTER D. CRAFTS. Prop. <tt Manner

weekly hop on Saturday evening
pleasantly anticipated by
the
young people here.
There have been many bookings
lar

are

Mr. and Mrs. Clayton K. Brooks and
family of Cambridge, Mass.. arrived at
made for over the Fourth.
Several
the Auburn colony on
Monday last,
of Bostonlans will
arrive
and are now comfortably settled for parties
Wednesday for a short stay.
the summer In
the
"CUftondale."
Mrs.

Spottswood closed her theatrical season at Providence, R. I., on
Saturday and Joined her husband at
Peaks the following day.
Mr. Spottswood is a member of the com pany
playlng this season at the Gem.

At the Auburn colony Mr. W. K.
Dana and family of Westbrook were
guests over Sunday.
Mr. Dana re-

Cliff Island

turned to his home Monday and will
frequently visit his family, who are
to stay at the colony for the summer.

Mrs. J. A. Blake of Maiden, Mass..
with her daughter, Mrs. Walter Chick,
who comes from Pennsylvania, are at
the Auburn colony for the season,
having arrived last week.

Many of the former occupants of
cottages have opened them again this
season.

Mrs. George Polluter of Portland
took possession of her retreat
on
the west side of the island. Saturday.
Miss Alma Pollister, her daughter, a
teacher of elocution at Yonkers, N. Y..
also Miss Marlon Pollister, a teacher
of kindergarten, will pass their vacations here.

Elbridge G. Plnkham, who is employed on the Cape Elizabeth lightship. Is at home on a two weeks'
furlough. Mr. Plnkham spent Friday

at

Portland.

Mr.

William- Ballard of Lexington.
Mass.. is at the Burr cottage for a
few days where he is visiting his wife,
who is the guest of Miss Georgia Burr.
Mr. Ballard will remain here until
after the Fourth.
| Miss Carr of Richmond, Va.. has arrived here for the summer and iu com-

NOW PLYING BAY.
(Continued from first page.)

trip

pany with her is Miss Sally Watson
Carr. her granddaughter. During the
winter Mrs. Carr and her
granddaughter went south, traveling as far

as

Alabama.

A \>w One la

The Young cottage opposite the boat
has been occupied the last
two weeks by Mr.F. P. Brown and
family, also Sir. I). L. Parker, all of
Auburn, Me., with Mrs. Wishhart of
Danville. Conn.
The party departed
on
Sunday last, and the members
went to thejr respective homes after
vacation
attending a very pleasant

here.
Raymond Simonton of Portland, who
has been employed as freight clerk on
the steamers of the Harpswell Steamboat Company, has been transferred,
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THE PRESENT WEEK WILL SEE A
LARGE NUMBER OF TOURISTS REGISTERED HERE.
Parties

Given the National

Are

To

Be

Holiday.

Within the next ten days there will
be a big Influx of summer visitors
and by the end of another fortnight
everything will be gaiety.
Prominent

among

the

week's

ar-

here are J. P. O'Leary and
ner.
After a longer or shorter period
Banf.
British I
Alberta.
family of
of muscular paroxysm tbe soft lobster
an
Columbia, who have come for
at last disengages itself entirely from
extended stay.
Mr. O'Leary Is head I
constructor of Canadian Pacific ho- the dead shell and emerges upon the
tels.
A large hotel has
recently world a new and defenseless fleshy
been erected at Winnipeg at a cost creature. The whole cask skeleton, unof a million dollars.
ruptured In any part, but disengaged
A party from Pawtucket,
R.
I., by lifting up tbe body piece where It
are registered here and Include W. C. Jdlns tbe tail, looks exactly like an en*
Watson, Mrs. W. C. Watson and tire dead lobster.
This
Is
son. W. C. Watson, Jr.
their first season at Peaks, and they
How to Tell Fore Maple Saftr.
contemplate remaining some weeks.
Unadulterated maple sugar Is about
The first hop of the season
took the color of coffee. In cakes It Is
likely
place Wednesday evening, the house to be bard, but In palls It Is soft and
orchestra furnishing music for the oc- can be
dug out with a silver case knife.
casion.
Quite a party of young peo- Tbe adulterated article is dark and
alple of the city attended.
ways bard, whether In pall or cake. It
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Hawes
of Is more difficult to detect
adulterated
Boston. Mass.. arrived
on Monday
•Imp. but tbe latter will never crystaland are guests at this popular ho«lise under several months' exposure.
telery.
If crystals form In the can within a
Brockton. Mass.. Is represented by few weeks
after It has been received
F. O. Walker and Mrs. Walker who
the consumer may be assured that the
are here for their first season.
product has been adulterated with
Mr. James Britton and wife, also
cane or beet sugar.
When sugar was
H. E. Sherwood of Philadelphia, are
made years ago over an open Are It
among the week's arrivals.
was a deep brown, but since tbe
evspNewcomers are: Mr. and Mrs. W.
orator came Into use It Is light and
E. Pressey of Washington, D.
C., free from tbe
twang that formerly
who are here for an
rivals

J

Indefinite stay.

Mrs. P. H. Ayer of Nashua, N. if
arrived on Thursday to spend
the
month of July.

On Sunday evening the guests here
treated to a most enjoyable concert.
The several members of the
orchestra In solo and ensemble namgers gave the program as follows:
were

Selection—Red Mill.
Herbert
Trio—Le Cygne.
Saint Saens
Violin Solo—Saint D.Amour.
Elgar
Trio—Serenade Radene,
K. Marie
Trio—My Irish Rosle.
Selection—Red Feather.
De Koven

Trio—Dixieland.

Mr. Rowe has been most fortunate
In securing such able musicians to
constitute the house orchestra for the

Bailey*s

Island,
Maine.

Cisco Bay's Leadiig
General Store.
You will

thing
plied

characterised It

BIRCH ISLAND HOUSE

Be*t of table board. Farm and
dairy
product*. Good ateamboat aervke twice
daily to and from
Portland. Steamer
Munnoit

Kate*

en

application

F. C. iihMM.Iirek IslaN. Catct

Apply

s'ore.
Fresh invoices
of Meat, Fo*l, Game,

Provisions and Fruit

ceived

WOODBINE AND COTTAGE.

BAILEY'S ISLAND, MAINE.
Mrs. Humphreys. Sinnott,

Dinners

Balley'slsland, Me.

boilding and repairing.

Estimates cheerfully given on all kinds of
All work nndsr mj personal supervision.

JAMES G. STETSON.

Bailey's

Island

and American

Plan.

TW only Hotel In this
State conducted on the
W. H. Noana, Proprietor

Ice Cream Parlor.

Our Ice Cream U made from pare dairy cream and selected crushed fruit. Delivered in
bricks
by quart or ration. Stetson'a famous caramels are made on the premises daily and are for sale
by all the lead in* stores in the bay. No finer candy made. Finest line of
Confectionery.
Nut*, etc. Try our cool sods, all fruit syrups We are the exclusive arenta for the CaacoFruit.
Bay
Breeze, orders taken here. Papers. Magazines. Souvenir Postals. Novelties. Etc- Our team
calls for

snd delivers orders.

ROB1NHOOD INN.
BAILEY
Miss J. E.

I8LAND.

Mtttiy, Prop.

delightful and exclusive spot on
the island. Situated on the east end
in full
rWw of the ocean. Beautiful pine rroves and
walk* around the house. The house Is modern in every tvspect. toilets, baths and
sewers re. Rates and circulars on application.
The most

Stisiit Ami,

Billtj's Islitf, Ml.

Mrs. Chester &inn«tt, Prop.

Idaal lodfdinff honw with fln#. Wry*, airy
fin* »i»w of the oc—n.
Mmmindlni
IUtMlZnioHOOp«r twk, ttrardlnt to lor»
tion of Mm*. Board can b* had at tha 8wtd»
Cottaca arijoinin* th» Annn. 8m our rooma
before Mificiiif tiatwhtn.
I
room*.

TENNIS

DAVID P. SINNETT,
Nit BilHer,
Billlj't Isliil, Hi.

Motor and pleasure boats of all
kinds made to order. We have oar
own private
wharf
at Mackeral
Cove
Boats to let by tbe dsj, week
or season.
Wbarf privileges at rea-

sonable

charges.

SHOES

Black, While and Brown. Good wearing tennis at low prices. Men's Ladies',
Boys', Youths' and Children's. Best White Sole Good-year Tennis, High
and Low Cot. Agents for the famous Terbnoe Shoe for Men.

TH"

imm' farr's
Granite

«

Spring Hotel and Casino
LOW ISLAM

3D. POXOS1,

Prop.

UrgMt Hotel on the B»y. Om and
Mineral Spring
every accommodation.
Water.
Rate* on application.
Open
Jane 15 to Sept. IS. Shore dinner* •

Maine.

Portland, Me.

specialty

Carpenter and Builder

OPEN ALWAY8,
1$ Monument Sq.

Enroftan

a

CHARLES S. THOMAS

to

New Falmouth Hotel

Proprietor.

An Ideal Summer Home with a table that is
supplied with the best on the market.
Fish, Clams, Lob ters, etc. Fine bathing and
beating privileges. Beach only one minutes'
walk from the house.
from
Open
June to October.
Rates on appliation.

lay Mi.

You Cm Tali* a Car to Amy Point of
lataraat From la Front off
tha Falmouth.

re-

daily. Oar prices are low, considering the quality of goods received. We
carry
Hardware, Paint*. Oils Etc. Hardvood for open fireplaces a
specialty.
Dry Goods,
Boots. Shoe*. Rubbers and fishermen's
supplies. Oar teams visit all parts cf the island.
Public telephone station. House lots for sa'e. Excellent
Sites.

National Dairy Lunch.
Portland,

find every-

here that

is supfrom a first class
grocery and p-o vision

Grown Before the Old

Odd as It may Round to sajr so. the
lobster grows before, not after, be
easts bis old bard shell—that is to
«ay.
lie mnk«*s new cells aud tissues, wbicb
t*e not at once filled out. but which
R -e intended to swell to their full dimension* an soon as be has sot rid of
I is btndiug aud routining external skel• !eton.
When the critical aiomeut at
last arrives a nsw soft shell grows entire within the older aud harder one.
and the animal then withdraws himself, leg by leg, claw by claw and
swiinmeret by swimmeret, out of the
envelopiug coat of mall which covers
him. The shedding of the old coat is
complete and absolute. Not a fragment remains. Evet^ the apparently internal bard portions are cast off with
the rest, for the entire covering form*
one cintiuuous piece, the interior
portions being really, so to speak, folds of
tbe skin inserted iuward.
An entirely new skeleton had
already
grown within the old one. but exceedingly soft and flexible in texture, aud
the body becomes so almost fluid or
jellylike—not in structure, but in power of compression aud extension—that
even the big claws are drawn out
through the narrower apertures of the
Joints In a perfectly marvelous man-

landing

Many Delightful

L. M. YORK

be

One la Caat Of.

last.

PEAKS ISLAND HOUSE.

will

THE LOBSTER'S SHELL.

A new freight shed and also a waitins room are being bult on the new
landing of the Casco Bay Steamboat
Co.. here. Boats commenced leaving
Harpswell on scheduled time Sunday

on

Bridge dally

The late boat for Hope. Chebeague
and Harpswell
is already receiving
good patronage and will be a great
convenience to the traveling public.
Special evening trips to the
Gem
Theatre from the lower landings will
doubtless be arranged. The company
has new wharves at the lower bay
points, those at South Harpswell and
Chebeague having Just been finished.

.Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Ensign of Newton. Mass.. are registered at the Auburn colony. Mr. Ensign will return
home after the Fourth and occasionally through the summer will come
here to visit his wife, who is to remain here.

(Continued

to Gurnet

given.

The Ocean View u it's name Indicates
commands a wide and
sweeping
▼lew of Bailey's Island shores.
Only three mlnntee walk to the steamboat
wharf and the fine sand beach at the
bead of Mackerel Cove.
Large airy
rooms. Beds with hair mattresses. Onr
table ie unequalled, lobster and sea fish
In abundance. Excellent service.
Everything first class. Four room bath
bouse free to gueete.
Bathing suits to let. Long distance telephone in hotel.
Circulars with rates on application. Hotel
open all the year around. Special rates to winter tourists.

speciality.

Granite Sprint Dtnln* Room.

TWO CUSTOMERS

today for one yesterday. How? By having what people want and giving them
just what they ask for.

BROWN & TURNER,

APOTHECARIES,

501 Congress Street,

Portland, Maine.

DE PASSE
OF NEW YORK CITV

of erection will be In readiness
been
after the Fourth and has
leased by pirty for the remainder of
the season.
The first motor boat of any special
significance to enter the harbor was
that of the Atlantic racer "Vletesse"
of Latin title,
"Speed."
signifying
This boat was made by the Atlantic
Motor Company of Amesbury, Mass.
cess

Peaks Island

■J Consulted Several
Physicians^ but they
Did Me So G<*d. Je-ru-na and
Man-a-lin Helped Me.9

CASCO BAY HOUSE

soon

Cliff Island

At no time of year does one have
Kt eater desire to hie away to the
With the many attractions
that Casco Bay
country or seashore than in the "good
possesses, the question o(
old summer time."
The trees
where to pass the summer
laden
vacation
with their wealth of foliage, or the The length from stem to stern meascan be
easHy answered (or those who
feet
flowering beauty and fragrance of the urement was 23 feet and width 4
wish
to
summer
garden with Its many tiny shoots of 4 inches, and having a torpedo stern smaller islands by the sea, and the
away from the large
green In strongest contrast to the with three seats for carrying six peo- contingent
of summer tourists offer
The desk was a deep red color,
biown earth or pebbled shore.
All ple.
much
In the way of rest
and pleasure
The
the finishings of natural wood.
most strongly appeal to city dwellers
combined in the woods and
owners of the boat, Messrs. George
shore.
with an almost irresistible
Here the lorer of nature finds
power,
companwhich together with the companion- Johnson of Boston and S. A. Gordhew
ionship,
"tongues in trees, sermons in
ship of family or friends what won- or Salem. Mass., made the trip down stones."
der is It that with rest and recreation from Amesbury (a distance of seventy
On
Saturday this island presented
They arrived the
the summer life is so beneficial to man, miles) In seven hours.
appearance of a midsummer
at Peak's Saturday evening late in
gala
woman and child.
day.
with two picnics,
During the past week the tide of a driving rain storm, and spent Sun- the Free Street First namely, that of
Baptist Sunday
travel has set strongly In this direc- day as guests at the Peak's Island
school, and daughters of Ivy Rebekah
tion and the bright June weather has House, leaving on Monday for a cruise
of Portland. The
Lodge
picnickers alserved to open w!de the doors of many to Bar Harbor. The motor boat was
most took
possesssion of the island.
cottages, camps and more pretentious 12 horsepower and having three cyl- Various
sports
were in order throughsummer residences scattered here and
inders. and cost $750. No such fast out the
day. Members of Ivy Lodge
there about the Island.
sailing craft has ever been seen in had a clam bake on the
bluff not far
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jabez
Casco
True
at
time
and
and
famBay
any preivous
MRS. ALINE D«PASSE.
from the
ily are occupying their cottage cijain when the "Vietesse" started off for husbands steamboat landing, and the
M™. Aline Del>a»se, 776 E. 165th
who
had
been
St., this season.
especially inher down east cruise she fairly shot vited for
Hew York, N. Y.t write*:
this occasion, did the duties
The Charles Phinaevs. also the John out into the bay at such a marvellous
"It gives me plcaxure to testifv to
of cooking and
the
the
serving
dinner, to
D. Keefe families have recently Joined pace as to astonish the
Curative qualities of I'eruna and Manalin.
large crowd the general satisfaction of aH.
"I wa» afflicted fot over *ven
the cottage colony, and are to remain of lookers that had assembled on the
year* with
Both picnic parties returned to the
C»(arrt of the head, throat and dithrough the summer. Among others, wharf to witness her departure.
city on the late afternoon boat, after
gestive otffant*. 1 consulted many phyrpening their cottages the past week
The
new
motor
boat
"Tourist." an enjoyable
nciana, hut they did me no piod.
day.
"One day 1 hap|>ened to read nome testi- are Mr. J. C. W. Pevey and family of owned by Oscar Randall was put into
Some extensive additions have been
Winter street, also the V. H. Sargent commission for the season on Monday.
monials in your I'eruna almanac.
I debeen made to several of the
cided to try I'eruna and Manalin.
cottages,
family of Cumberland avenue. Port- It is an exceedingly pretty little craft, while
I
others have had piazzas and
bought a bottle of each, and after taking land.
and
will
be
with
doubtless
other
popular
them for a week I noticed a chance lor the
improvements
since
last
season.
Mrs. Edward McClearn has had as re- I
pleasure parties for sails around the The Johnson cottage has been
better. So I kept it up. and after
using rent guests her sinter. Mrs. E. Mcentirely
twelve bottles I was perfectly cured.
bay. Mr. George Randall's large sloop re-furnished throughout and some
nec"I also cave the medicine to mv chil- Clear n and sons of Somerville. Mass.
the "Little W.." has also been put essary
repairs made, also painted in
The newest fad in summer houses into
dren and tnev had the name l>e»eticial recommission.
attractive colors.
sult. 1 would never be without these remhas resulted in the erection of particuHospitality will be dealt out to a
Dr. Say ward and
edies in the house.
I larly novel, comfortable and
family of North"
pretty
considerable
of
the
degree
I highlv recommend IVruna and Manby **»s.ny
ampton. Mass., are occupying one of
•lin to all my friends. and in fact t« structure* styled as bungalows. and it cottagers who are to entertain guests the Johnson
cottages for the season.
is raid that in New England there are for
the Fourth. Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
ever)- bod v."
The Misses
Bennett
of
more examples of this form
Boston.
Miss Mildred (Jrey. 110 Wcnnar
Smith will have as their guest. Hon. Mass.. are
St.. Ap- probably
other lessees of a Johnson
of a summer home than in any other
pleton. Wis., write*:
Frank A. Brooks of Rumford Falls.
cottage.
"It gives me pleasure to recommend
part of the country.
Several attracThose recently joining the summer
Peruna for catarrh of the stomach. 1 had tive
Quite a representation of Pennsylbungalows have been built since colony here
this disease for a nuinlier of
are Mr. and Mrs. W. B. vania i>eople are
years, snd
last
season at Peak's. That of Dr. Wm.
already located her»\
Could not enjoy a mouthful of food that I
Robinson of Natick. Mass.
Their cotMiss
Mary Coffin of Phoenixville.
I ouls Merrill, the well known dentist,
It was indeed a preat relief when I
tage is one of the most attractive of Pa., with friends, is
of Portland, ia perhaps one of the
it upon Peiuna. and obtained decided reoccupying the
the many cottages at Oceanslde.
Stone cottage for the season.
from the first.
1 took six bottles ■most pretentious and an example of
Tre "Rockmore" has been opened
Othess
fore I felt entirely cured of my trouble,
arriving the past week inwhat may 4»e done for the making of a
for the season by its owner, Mrs. Mary clude Mrs.
but 1 had an aggravated case."
Elizabeth
Hudson ami
charming s-mmer retreat. It was de- Gordson
of Everett, Mas., who ar- daughter. Miss A
W. Hudson of Phoesigned by its owner and is constructed
rived
on
Saturday .accompanied by I nixville. Pa., who are enjoying cottage
In the last five years, in New York of an interesting blend of wood and
her daughter. Miss Marian Gordson.
life here.
City. 593.714 tenants have gone into stone. A veranda whence an extended
One notes with interest the increase
view of the bay may l»e had. is one of
Among those who have
new flat houses.
recently
the important features of the exterior of tourists coming to Maine each sea- joined the summer colony are Mr. and
and directly behind the veranda Is the son. from Chicago. St. Louis, Philadel- Mrs. George M. Fish of Auburndale,
spacious living room, after the style phia and other large cities in the Mass.. occupying their cottage for a
Chicago Is represented by the second season.
cif bungalows in general the
The Fish
world west.
Pure White
cottage
over.
Mr. Alfred Butman of Waltham, Mark Owen family who are passing commands a fine view of the water,
is the Natural
their
for
and
third season here.
location is one of the best on
Mass also has an attractive bungalow
Their cotwhich was built since last season and tage. known as the "Rockledge" Is I the island.
Among Itostonians summering at
has been leased by Massachusetts par- prettily situated near Haddock Cove.
Mr. Owen is manager and owner of this attractive resort are Mr. James
ties for the summer.
Numerous
Black
and family, having takin a cotthe
It is somewhat early in the season
Chicago transfer company of that
compounds
\
tage for the season.
for serial functions to any l.irge ex- city.
are
being
I It is a little too early in the season
tent to have as yet occurred.
Glenhelm
A numoffered to take
cottage,
overlooking for
ber of the cottagers are busily engaged Whitehead and owned
any social functions, but a number
the place of
by the A. A.
of the cottagers are
in making preparations for entertain- Lawsons of Boston, was
white lead as
making preparaopened on
a paint, but no
ing guests over the Fourth. Mrs. VI Saturday, Mr. and Mrs. Lawson com- tions to entertain guests over the
Fourth.
real substitute
M. Horthly entertained on
Monday ing down from Boston on that day.
The Aucocisco House lias
for it has yet
members of the Gilt Edge Whist club They will remain until
already
September.
a fair booking for the season.
been found.
to which she belongs. The ladles camo
The
house under the new management of
Pure White
down on the steamer Pilgrim at 10.30
Mr.
F.
M.
Prescott
Tit
Lead has a
for
of
the
entire
Tat.
The
attracMaiden. Mass.,
spending
day.
tive cottage presented a gala day apYoung Stevens was on bis way promises to rival many of the larger
peculiar
houses.
Recent arrivals include I^evl
of
A large American flag was north to spend the week end with
pearance.
his
property
Gleason. and Chas. F. Clark; also J.
thiown to the breme. Urom the pin- parents, and fett in a
amalgamating
particular!/ L. Hudson. A. L.
with tbe wood
nacle and the spaclors veranda
had jovial mood.
Hudson, and Joseph
been
made to look most
Shannon, all of Portland.
upon which it is used—added to this
inviting
The train in which he was
it has an elasticity which
traveling
Miss Emma Hoist, also Miss Peables
with cosey chairs, a hammock and all
permits the
had stopped at a small
village. As a and friend of Morgan town. W. Va., are
the other accessories that go to make
paint to follow the natural expansion
farmer
who
was
and contraction of the
sauntering up and registered at this hotel, arriving on
Pure
At
up a sort of outdoors living room.
down
the
White Lead (with its full natural teplatform came opposite Friday.
noon an appetizing lunch was served,
little tables being arranged about the Stevens'
nacity and elasticity, unimpaired by
Mr. and Mrs. W. G Man son of Garcom>artment he was asked
veranda and wild flowers of various by the youth if he knew that the Puke diner. Me., arrived the first of the
adulterants), alone fulfills all the reof
the
Meal paint.
kinds formed the decorations,
quirement*
l ater cf Devonshire was in the train
week for a stay at the Aucoclsco.
Every
keg which brars the Dutch Boy trade
whist was enjoyed and many
Rev. H. R. Husle. a prominent dihigh
Immediately the man showed great
mark is positively guaranteed tube abscores
nnde.
The afternoon pissed interest
vine of New York City, is spending a
and said:
Pure
all too quickly and the ladies were loth
solutely
second season here.
•No!
Is he?"
White
Lead
to l#>ave. so enjoyable had this outing
At the John Dyer mans'on. GtinvaH
"I think he Is not." answered Ste
made by the Old
beet, to all
A* preparations
were
Aus. consulting engineer. New York
vens.
"I
Dutch Pruccss.
asked
if
only
made for a return to the city in the lute
you knew thai City. Is a recent guest.
Mr. Aus conafternoon boat, many expressions of he wa?.M
templates spending some weeks here.
The
former said nothing, but conSEND FOR
pleasure end congratulations were exThe "Casco" cottage will he occutended to the hostess for the very en- tinued his walk on the
BOOK
platform. As pied this season hv Bostonians. namejoyable day spent at Tilt Ed*e cottage he came opposite the window aza'n ly. Mr. and Mrs. II. C. Parker an1 fam**A Talk nti Paint.**
and the hospitall'y d!nper.«»d.
The j he remarke.1 that their
'tlwlile infer*
They were to arrive on Monday.
town had lieen ily.
motion on th#> paint
guests Included Mr. and Mrs. Fred BosAll Ua4 pnrhtd In
•
S.-nt tree
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Black of Maiden.
experiencing some excitement.
UV7 bears Uu mtark.
Mr.
and
"pua rcqant.
Mts. W. I ord. Mrs.
worth,
"What's the matter?" asked Stevens. Mass.. arrived cn Wednesday, joining
Davis. Mrs. Brook*. Mrs. Selden. Mrs.
the summer colony.
"The authorities wouldn't let som
They will occuMrs. Clark. Miss Anderson, Mrs.
Cobb.
NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
py their attractive ccttage for the seaRichardson. Mts Ballard, Mrs. Kim- folks bury a woman," replied the son.
In trk irtkrr+r nf Ik* fitlUmball. Mrs. Dow. Mrs. Brown. Mrs. Nut- furrrn r.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Cobb and their
1*0 (MM it ntnmt fvn t
"What was the reason for refusing?'*
ter, Mrs. Miller. Ml-«s Emma Lord. Miss
S»» Tork.
Bnrtni, Ba£aln. n«t»I»Bd,
young
daughter. Dorothy, together
Marie Brsworth.
"She
Miss
True
of
New
wasn't
dfad." was the laconl- with Miss Sadie Griffin, arrived SaturCincinnati.
H». Losta.
Coiracn,
I'hilaGloucester, was a special guest for the reply.
4«-l|.kla [John T Vemlw £ Broa.Co.lt Pitt»
last
at their summer home htre
day
occasion.
Uu-sk I Nation*! Lend a Oil Co |
And then he strolled away,
leaving on the Island. They have been spendCasro Howard of Boston, the talentyoung Stevens biting hi* Up.—Judge'4 ing the winter in Portland, and the
ed child a«tor, accompanied by
his
change will be enjoyable to them.
mother are spending their eighth sea- IJbrary.
son here.
Casco, a lad of ten years beIt Paya to be Hcnest.
gan his std{e career at the age of three
The general manager of a traction
appearing at the Gem theatre with the
Noah s Remarkable Wife.
summer company In 1900. and taking
system of a Western city tecently r«A clergyman happened to tell his
the part of the son of Napoleon In the celved the fo.TowIng
communication, Hon one Saturday afternoon what lea
known as "King of Rome," in together with a
plav
flve-cent piece:
aon he would read In church the next
which he made a great
impression.
"I beg t: advise you that a w»ek «»r
morning. The boy got hold of his faOsco Irherlts a decided taste for stage
two ago I rode home on Car 1999. of
ther'® Bible, founj the lesson place
Those annoying and unsightly
life, his father. Thomas Charles Howyour Main street line.
The
car was
and Klued together
ard, of Boston, being an actor of conthe
connecting
pimples that mar the beauty of
the
condnc or
siderable repute. The past winter Cas- very crowded, and
pages.
face and complexion will soon
no fault of his own. failed to
co has spent In Boston
appearing at through
In consequence the rtervman read
disappear with the use of warm
times In child roles at the Boston and reach-me When ! left the car he
to his flock the following day tha*
water and that wooderful skin
Globe theatre* In the following plays
too far to the front to enable
me to
"when Noah was 120 years old he took
"As Ye Sow," "County
beautifier,
Chairman," get to him. I therefore now remit you unto himself a
wife, who was"—here
"Ben Hur." and with E H. Sofhern the amount of
my fare, and beg to Mr he turned the
paxe—"140 cubits long.
and Julia Marlowe In "Joan of Arc," that
I would have done so sooner hid 40
cubits wide, built of gopher wood,
and "Merchant of Venice
The child It not
been that I was out of town
and covered with pitch In and out."
la most prepossessing In looks, and
This unusual occurrence was reportmanner.
He has big brown even thit
After reading the paaaage the clergy
look at you In the most appealing sort ed by the general manager to the road's man read It again to
verify It. Then
board
of
of wajr. and
dlrectora. with the result tbat pushing back hla spectacles, he
this added to his sweet,
Sold by ill dm(giit*.
looked
sunn? nature, have won for him hosts by th*ir Instruction, an annual pe«a
gravely at his congregation and said:
of friends. He spends much time
■lll"» Rilr mmS VkMk*r *r*
play- was sent to the honest patron, to"My friends, this la the first time I
ing on the bearh and like all boys en- gether with a letter couched In
compli- ever read that In the Bible, but I acjoys out-of-doors sports of all kind*. mentary terms.
The recipient must
cept It as evidence of the assertion
He delights In writing stories for a
hare recot nted his experience to his
that w* are fearfully and
pastime and last winter wrote several,
wonderfully
for In a little while the
two of which "The Mysterious Cave." neighbors,
made,"—Human Life.
and "I Ifeon the Prairie" In which som® manager received a letter from anoththrilling adventures of a cowboy are er patron, reading:
"In view of the fact that
What Thsy Orow.
vividly depleted, are later to appear In
ye»terday
the "Youth's Companion *'
The child I neglected to pay my fare on your line
Cltlman—Are any of you subtrban
Jf
has
a
road, \
atrong Imagination, which l« I herewith enclose a flre-cent
place Ites preparing to grow anything In
off the
most
unusual for one so yourg In
Kindly forward pass to address be- your gardens this year?
takes milesfrom the load.
l
years
It Is probaMe that he will apandweightthe team and
low.**—Philadelphia Public Ledger.
Hubbubs—Well, there's one thins
pear In a child role w|»h the ores*it
most of us have grown
<
Timnny. nlavlng at the Oem tMa aeralready.
tue
Florida haa passed a liw prohlb!tl-ig
pays
son. who later con'emp'at*
Cltlman—Indeed? What's that?
tne
|
putting on diving for
sponges, as the beis are Inone of the stronrest
Saves halffrom
Hubbubs—Tired.— Philadelphia
In
plsys thit has
friction.
comes
jured
ever
thereby.
yet been staged at the Oem.
qnlrer.
roads,
wear that
over
One of the most attractive of rew
the life
mora
cottaces In ororeas of erection la that
and
vehiclething.
of Mr. A. K
Harlow of I^w'ston. •
one
of a heavy
other
well known confectlo-er of »hat cltv
than any
for Mica
dealer
The situation Is Ideal and from the
Ask the
veranda a most extended view of the
Axle Greaae.
bay may be seen. The cottage will b®
•O.
completed within ten daya a-nd Mr.
97 FIIIS
PORTLAND, Ml.
Harlow will bring Ms famllv here
July
We mmafwlor* and carrjr In «tock a choice
10 to remain until Seotember.
line of Reproduct ton*.
O. H. LA NOB. formerly with J. I. Wlngate A
Mr. O. Waldron Smith haa frat comSon, Drronlon, of Boston.
( o«tonwi« may Inspect farnttore
pleted two new cottagfts wM<-h are Naw England Tot. 173*11.
during oomtrirtlon.
ready for occupancy. Another In proFactory, Ztnaa
a

Leading house on this island,
a fine view of the
bay. Pine grore alongside the honsecommanding
where rockers and hammocks
are for the use of
guests. Bathing, boating and fishing. 01am
Bake House accommodates 400
with
Bakes and Shore Dinners served here. danciog priTile.es. Clam
Two steamboat lines. Rates and circularsOpen June 15 to Sept. 16.
ou
application.

_
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PEAKS I8LAND HOU8E

and Annexes—Just across from
the Gem Theatre
Famous for Its Shore Dinners
Served dally from 0 to 8 p.m.
Orchestra conducted by Mrs. Robert
Ely.
formerly of the Gem Theatre orchestra,

6te.

Rlts

Lead,

Paint

Pigment

(

v/'

/

LITTLEJOHNS

SOCKMCRE
HOUSE

15LAND. ME.

C. H.

f

Seashore Land Co.
offer their finely located lots; Cousins
Isl*
and* to early purchasers at the low price of $75
to $IOO each. Charming Scenery, Good bathing, fcpring Water, Beautiful Shade Trees. 50 feet
Promenade on shore front reserved for use of all.

Apply

to

Seashore Land Co. S&mSVL
:

\
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Chebeague Bowling
Alleys and Casino
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Sulphur Soap
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Grease
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Hclpa tcamater.
destroys

Practically

rough
jolting
lengthens

CWgAMT

ANTIQUE AND COLONIAL FURNITURE
PORTLIRO UPNOLSTEIIH ft BtQOMTIM CO.

Tbompaon Rolldlnff.

buildings
the

pose

Alaine
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the
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the Face
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Pimples
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be
for

par-

Finely

and

rfectly adj .sted. Cigars
p
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I

Miid
Confeci lonery. Lignt
l>rinks.
Ice
Cream.
Fool
Table. Ladi« *' Reception Rocm. Don't fail to ▼isit the Caaino
while y.m «»e in * hm« o Bay. All are welcome. Ktei»"«er8 land
often.
Merriam

Pt.f East End Chebeague

House Lots at

Ohebeague Island

Tbe Llttlefield property at
Island, Maine, oompricing
CbtbMfM
•boot two hundred icm, ta now
on the market ia lots to salt tbe
pnrrhtinr
Our property ha* fine abore privllegea with norlUnt
iprlof
water, sad lbs loeatlen ia onenrpaaeed on tht« Inland. Lota aold aabfaot
to oonditl' a of contract. Our prion ara low and It will be for
joor advantage toaee rnr property before deciding.
Correspondence attended to
personally. Addreee

A. R. LITTLE FIELD, Great
Chebeague, Me.

R. XX.

CLEAVES

Chebeague's Home Bakery and Ice Cream Parlors
We
better r re pared thin seseon than erer to aerre
are

erervtblng In onr line.
anteed flr«t•«!•*«. Oar
or smoll qosntltles to
abort notice
Loncbe*
der. We esrr/ bottle
to tbs Postofflos.

oar many patrons with
Remember si I oar work Is done on the premises sod
rasrle** eresm end tos« sre oar own meko sod •• dellrer In
Ur|«
any part of the tsiend. Oar delivery wsjon will deliver at
served stall hoars snd pat an to l«k« oat. Cook
to orIng
cresra snd fine print batter.
Remember oar location is next

WEBBER dt

HAMILTON, Cbtbtagu* Island

SOUVEHIR AHD IOE CREAM SHOP

Of**. Tttttta. Sttft,

Swvttk Pttltlt.

PRIIH FISH MARKKT
dellrsry

at

ChsbsifM

and

lat CfiMi l«DwH It Ortftr fry Qwrt

W. Wts at

wMj of
Llttlejobn's Island

oar
mo

tr

Ballta

stors at Hamilton'.
.Terr
food fresh from tbsLanding
ocean.
Dalfr
^

r*""'"'*

Largest Summer Resort Journal

in New

Published Every

From

June

to

England

on the Last
Thursday in Each Month
from October to May

Office. 146 Middle Street, Portland. Main*

TERMS

One Year, Sl.OO; Summer Season, 50c; Single
Copy, 3c

ADVERTISING RATES

|1.00 per inch

first wick; additional insertions at reduced rates.
Reading
15 cents per line.
A postal brings our
advertising man

Notices,

desiring changes

must send in
copy on or before Monday preceding
day of publication to insure insertion.
Hotels and Boarding Honses in the Bay contracting for four or more inches
if space per issue for displayed advertising, have
the privilege of
•weekly ins*rjon of guests' names under the classification of Register of Tourists, free
ofcharge-

THURSDAY,

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Week of July 4 to July 10.
Sun
I.ength High
Rises. Sets. of day. morn.
4.12
7.24
15.12
6.18
4.13
7.24
15.11
7.18
4.14
7.24
15.10
8.18
4.14
7.23
15J39
9.03
1.15
7.23
15.08
10.03
4.16
7.23
15.07
10.33
7 oo
4.16
15.06
11.18

IMPROVEMENT OF RANGES.
Plan of the Forest Service to Re»eed
the Worn Out Grazing Lands.

Overcrowding

of the grazing lands
of the public domain of the West before the creation of the national forests brought many of the ranges into
very poor condition, and many stockmen have requested advice on
possible methods of increasing the forage..
The bureau of plant industry of the
Department of Agriculture and the
forest service have Just Joined in cooperative work in investigating the
best means to develop an increased forage crop in the overgrazed national

forest.
Frederick V. Coville, of the bureau
of plant industry, has been placed in
charge of the work of making these

Investigations

and will
Forester in the matter.

report to the
The fields in
wuicn
inese
investigations will 1mmediately begin are located as follows:
Imnaba National Forest, Oregon; Sawtooth national forest, Idaho, and Pike's
Peak national forest. Colorado.
The
work in each forest will be in charge
of a special inspector or special agent

reporting

to Mr. Covllle.
Mr. Covllle is well fitted to conduct

these

investigations

in

reseedlng

the

ranges, as he bas bad extensive experience in much other work along
the same line. In 1898 be compiled a
report on sheep grazing in the Cascade
Mountains of Oregon for tbe
forest
service, and in 1904 in tbe service of
tbe Public l^nds Commission investigated and made a report on grazing un-

der state lease laws.
He is a director
of tbe botanical experiment station of
tbe Carnegij Institute
at Tucson.
Ariz., and is lending valuable service
In tbe bureau plant
of tbe

industry

Department

of Agriculture.
The especial significance of this new
departure lies in tbe fact that it shows
the forest service is not only trying to
prevent abuse from making tbe range
worse, but is also taking active steps
to make the range better.
Obviously
this is of large importance to
the

grazing Industry.
All grazing tends
to change the character of the forage,
generally for the worse, Just as timber
cutting tends to change the character
of the forest for the worse by taking
out the most valuable trees and leaving the poorer kinds to take their
places.

One of the first results of over grazIs seen In the Increase in the number of weeds which stock either refuse
to eat or avoid as long as anything

ing

better can be found, and which therefore go to seed. If the natural grazing
land of the West is to be made tho
most of, it must grow the kinds of forage which will give the range the highest value per acre to t*ie stockmen. It
It, therefor®, a fact of considerable Interest to the i xk Industry that the
matter Is to be taken up scientifically,
to find out In the light of full knowledge of the requirements and the feeding value of all kinds of plaota wha:
It will pay to try to introduce In the
national forests.
In the management of grazing on
some of the ranges the forest service
has found It necessary to reduce great-

ly

the

number

of

stock

In

order

JULY

4,

1907.

It is. of course, not the purpose of the
forest service to promote by
these
studies, or in any other way. the interests of the stockman as against the
settler.
When the bona Ada homesteader is ready to take
possession

MINIATURE ALMANAC
Day.

i
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Thursday Afternoon

September and

CROWLEY <8b LUNT, Editors and Publishers

Advertisers

How
To "Pack In" a Deer

to

stop the damsge from overgrazing of
the land. That this damage has taken
place Is admitted by the stockmen
themselves.
In attempting to Increase the amount
of forage by artificial seeding. If
possible, the principal questions to be settled are whether It la practicable to
seed these range* or any
portion of
them with seed of either native or
cultivated grasses or other
forage
plants, and what system of range management of both cattle and sheep will
best permit the
valuable
native
grasses to reaeed themselves and thua
Increase the carrying capacity of the
If the problems can be solved
range.
in the range* where the investigations
are about to begin, other experiment*
will naturally follow in practically all
of the national foreata which contain
ran*e lands.

every right thinking person, whatever
his private interest may be, must recognize that it is time for the stockman to get off.
This is just as true of
forest as of range.
What the forest
service is trying to do is to make
every
acre add all that it can to the general
welfare. If it is worth most for farming. it should be farmed; if for grazing. grazed; if for timber growing and
water conservation, it should be used
accordingly. It is a simple principle,
and plainly In the best interest of the
west, yet it has been often misunderstood and misrepresented.

Millionaire in Love with Poverty.

poor man, passing his time in
meditation and prayer, so that the
fishers of the island regarded him as
a
saint.
M. Melani bequeathed everything he had to his kind-hearted
hosts, who, as can be easily underas

were

surprised beyond

measure

they heard how rich their former guest had been.
At Plstoja,
In
Tuscany, M. Melani owned a magnificent mansion, which had been kept
closed since 185C.
On opening the
house after the owner's death it was
found that all the furniture and artistic objects had disappeared—nobody
An only relaknows how or when.
tive la-opposing the will on th* groun 1
that deceased was of unsound mind.
when

—Tit-Bits.

I Am From 8iam.
Mr. John Barrett, the new director
of the Bureau of the American Republics, tells a Rood atory on himself.
Some years ago. he was ask^d by a
friend to make a speech at a bin barbecue which was to be held at a distant town.
His friend was to have been
the
principal speaker, but owing to ill.
ness was unable to attend, so he s*nt
He telegraphed
Mr. Barrett Instead.
the chairman of the barbecue
that

"John Barrett, ex-minister to Slam,
would deliver the addreaa of the dajr.The chairman, being acquainted with
ministers of only one kind, waa someMr.
what astonished that
Barrett
should be sent. When the time came
for the speech he went to the from
of the platform to Introduce the speakAfter consulting the telegram again
er.
to be sure of the name he Mid:

"It gives mc great pleasure to Introduce the principal speaker of the
day. The Reverend John Barrett, exmlsslooarjr to the benighted heathen
of Slam, will now speak. "—Youth's

Companion.

No Offence Intended.
At the cloaa of the sittings in tha
Illinois house of representative* the
"I am reclerk read the following:

that the Rev. Dr.
McFarlaod will deliver a lecture this
evening In the hall on the 'Education
of Idiots.'
Members of the legislature are Invited to attend."—London
Olobe.

quested to

announce

•
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Proprietor
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By "Afimrod.

Oar boDM is finely located. The view from the Urge, broad piazzas and chamber*
is delightful. Toiiet rooms on each floor. Pine, large dining room
accommodating
100 gnests. The table is supplied with the best in the market, vegetables ana
cream direct from oar own (arm. Tennis court on lawn in front of boose. Fine beach
for bathing and boeting. Two lines of steamers direct from Portland. Hoose
only
three minntes from Hamilton's Landing. Plenty of smnsement, dancing, card
par*
ties and musicals, etc. Book with us if you want to enjoy yoar vacation.

Riles

oa

Application. Accomodates 100. Opoa Jiae 10 to Oeteker 1.

Season of 1907, Jim 15 to Sopl. IS

drawing it
ing photo,

up and slinging It on both shoulders.
As shown in the accompanythe hunter who has his deer thus
slung has both hands free, and
can thus make instant use of
his rifle, should the occasion require. If carried
on one shoulder, one hand is
needed to steady the deer, thus giving only one
hand for the rifle, and
making it impossible to use the gun till after the load
!s dropped. To rest himself, the hunter
simply lies down on his back, with
.he deer under him, choosing a hillside or
for

slope

SUMIT HOUSE

CHEBKACUE ISLAND

this.—From Recreation

MRS. CLINTON M. HAMILTON,

Return

to

Croat Chebeague, Me.
L. F. HAMILTON, Proprietor
LOCATION and everything first-

Nature!

class. Verandas and large airy
FINE
Bates
on

wholesome sentiments which spring from country life
being overwhelmed by the ambitions and tendencies
that flow out from our great cities.
Few have the hardihood to withstand the swirl and rush of city
life, or to remain indifferent to the promises of sudden wealth
and the
excitement of speculation in a metropolis, where immense
fortunes are made and lost in a single day.
I believe that we roust set ourselves
against the fallacy
that a city life is the easier and the most
productive of

HE

S
happiness.

are

We are proud of our cities, of course. But we must
not allow them wholly to shape our ideals and our ambitions. Nothing that the wealth of a
city
can buy will atone for the loss of that
American sturdiness and independence which the farm and the small town have
so frequently produced.
It is unquestionably true that nearness to nature has an
elevating influence upon heart and character. Nature is a school
of all the hardier virtues.
What, for instance, can impart a more ellective lesson in patience than a day's
Ashing for the whimsical black bae«?
As I have said on a previous occasion, the real wonh and
genuineness of
the human heart are measured best by its readiness to submit to the influences of n~ture. and to appreciate the goodness of the
Supreme Power who
is its creator. This Is the central point of my
philosophy of life.
We need more of those old-fashioned, conscientious folk who
adhere to
the simple way of living, and
who believe that every
fortune should be
earned honestly and fairly by the man who gets it.
The history of our country shows that the citizen who lives close to the
soil and to the Influences of nature is far more apt to
shape his own political convictions, instead- of being a mere obedient fraction of a
political machine.
He is certain to be more self-reliant and more stubborn in
holding
fast to his own idea of what is right
No matter how wonderful the progress of the future
may be, the standard virtues of independence. Industry, honesty and patriotism can never be

improved.

As long as the world lasts
al greatness and prosperity.

they

?

f

The

will be the basis of tme nation*

Passing of the
"Strenuous Life"
By E. J. Jippleton.

~D I

rooms.

application. Cottage annex bailt
only. Open Jnne 16

this season for rooms
to Sept. 15.

By Crover Cleveland.

T_

On the crest of the slope, chosen
by most of the hotels as an ideal
location. Overlooking the ocean
and the restfal island scenery
of field and wood. No better
spot for complete rest and recreation. Table and service firstciass. ACCommoattM, with cotProprietor tage, 40 guests. Rates reasonable.

Island View Cottage

a

stood,

•

CRE5T

a

our

On the island of Elba there lately
died a mar. named Melani, who. though
a
millionaire, had for many years
lived as a guest in a peasant's family.
He had. It seems, completely lost his
memory, and had certainly forgotten
that he was so rich.
He always lived

HILL,

CHCBCACUt, MAINS

Charles W. Hamilton

range o( timbered mountains to cover.
But if the deer is
properly slung, it can be carried in with less than half the
labor and trouble otherwise encountered.
As soon as the deer is shot its throat should be
cut, for
the protection of the meat. If it is a doe it is a
good plan
to remove the entire
head, as this will lessen the weight. Then dress by removing everything except the heart and liver, though the latter should also
be taken out if pierced
by the bullet. The lungs of a deer are not very good,
but if it is not far to
camp they can be left in; but where the distance to camp
is long, the lungs should be
taken out. as they attract flies more than any other
part of the meat.
Begin skinning at the ankles, slitting back and cutting off
the legs at the knee. This
allows about eight or ten inches of loose skin for
tying and slinging, if the hunter does not want to return
immediately to
camp, the deer should be hung
up. after cleaning, and the spot marked in such
a way as to be
easily located. If the carcass is spread open when hung up.
the flies will not bother
it, even though the weather is warm. The "blow fly,"*
which does the most
mischicf, will not enter a wide-open carcass, but if a
small aperture is left into which
he can craw], he will creep In and deposit
eggs that becomo working
maggots within a few hours.
As to the method of
slinging and carrying: lie the loose skin ends of the
opposite legs together; that is. tie the right front
leg and the left hind leg.
the right hind leg and the
left front one together. This makes what the
hunter calls a "crossed sling." If the deer is a
season's fawn or spike buck
It may be carried on one
shoulder, but if it weighs eighty or one hundred
pounds, the better method is to
sling it on both shoulders. To do this easily
requires a little practice, as the deer must be laid down with
the tied legs up;
the hunter then gets down
almost on his b«*ck and runs both arms through,

The school room is a menace to
health of the child which at the present time we cannot escape.
As the
methods of preventive medicine develop and enforce themselves upon

zine.

NEW

HE novice will have much trouble -packing in" his first
deer, unless he has experienced men near him to show him
how the trick is done. Carrying a deer into
camp is no little task, especially if the hunter is several miles out. with a

Children Need Exercise.

municipal authorities, the ventilation and
our
overcrowding of
schools, the defective
methods
of
handling the children's wraps and the
lack of medical supervision will be
corrected.
In the meantime we can
do much to protect our children by
caring for their general health In the
manner indicated and by
thoroughly
cleaning and airing their school wraps
and clothing each day. The hours of
study outside the school in ambitious,
clever children must be so regulated
as to give the child an abundance of
exercise in the open air.
If there is
any evidence that the school life is
having a bad effect upon the health
of the child the cause should be looked
for, and, if necessary, he should be
temporarily withdrawn from school.—
National Congress of Mothers Maga-

THE

i,

i

\
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O you remember
when the head of the
nation
first
inspired us with the strenuous idea? We beard, or read the
word, and when the email boy asked us what It meant, we
cleared our throat and told blm not to bother us.
When
he wasn't looking we opened the dictionary and found out
ourselves. Then *e became rampant strenuous livers. We
read and we talk«*d—especially we talked—the strenuous

we got up devilishly early In the winter,
pounded ourselves on the chest, took cold baths, ran around the
block, and prepared ourselves to be President, too, some day.
But It
didn't last. To be born strenuous Is one thin*.
(It Isn't your
fault, and you can't legitimately take any credit for It.) To acquire strenuousncua Is a different thin*: It takes lota of will
power—especially when
there's Ice on the bathroom window* Just before you plunge In.
And to have
strenuousness thrust at you. over you. upon you. Is still another thing. It Is
a thing you can't talk yourself Into liking for any length of
time—unless you
are an Insurance solicitor with winning ways.
The novelty of the strenuous life wore off.
You remember how. You
got up later: you turned a llttl* warm water Into the cold for the bath; you
walked one bl»ick In place of ten; and the woodpile grew lichen-covered from
neglect —The Bohemian.

existence;

Idleness
The Parent of Crime
By Dr. Jtrnotd Lorand, Eminent German
JWtnlsL

CANNOT admit the condition of -dementia Americana, but
there U aomethlng which we might term "dementia
plutlrratlca"
It In not excluaWely American, although it may
be more frequent here than In some other
countrtea. becauee of the great number
of rich men
In the
country.
Idleness In the clUdren of the rich, the lack of
proper occupation. the gratification of every dealre for whatever can
be purchased, are powerful factors In
producing criminality.
In the Thaw case we »ee the reaulta o* such factors
work*
ing together with hereditary predltpodtloo to nervous dlsea»e
Society la la
no way benefited by putting inch a man la jail.
Solitude and lack of occupy
ton would only make his mental condition worse.
Let him, under work and
discipline, with nourishing food, hare a chance to regain hi* normal condition.

HAMILTON VILLA

CHEBEAGUE

ISLAND
At the popular east end, adjacent to all hotels and amusements.
Fresh farm and ocean products in plenty. Only 3 minutes' walk
from two steamboat landings. Fine cool groves and shady walks.
Best of references given. Bates on application. Accommodates with cottage tt.
ALFRED E. HAillLTON, Proprietor

a trip to Portland is no 'onger necesaarv to secure good meats
Oar new refrigerator with an ice capacity of1 over two tons will
enable as to famish you with as good meat as can be
|w|
«o uin«iuru
obtained in
in
■
w■
the city. We shall keep consUntly on hand all kinds of
Beef,
Lamb, Pork, Ham and Bacon. Any cut of meat on the market will be furnished If ordered one day In advance.
A M wm

m MB

U L I
1L

I

MM I
m m ■

IBTHIIB H. HIULTOW, The Cash Bracer, Chebeagee, He.

Large and Attractive Line

of Parasols

Novelty and beauty are featured in our Parasols. In
the collection you *iil find the simple and elaborate.
The variety of handles is most extensive and each Parasol in the gathering has been
carefully inspected by an
expert and you iuo no rink in buying here.
White Linen Haud Embroidered
4.50 to 15.00
White Linen Hamburg Insertion and edge.3.00 to JS.OO
Plain and Hemstitched Linen for Initials...3.00 to 4.50
Plain and Hem*titchfd
1.50 and 2.00
Pongee lined and unlined, tucked, hemstitched and plaiD,
3.50 to 7.00
Fancy Checks and Plaids in black and white effects,
3.00 to 9.00
Novelties in all fancy shades, blue, green, Roman
stripe,
polka dots
6.00 to 9.00
Plain Bilk shades io colors and black
2.60 to 8.00
Chiffon Parasols in black or white
10.00 to 18.00
Children's and Misses' Parasols
26c to 2.50

Suggestions from the Leather Goods Dept.
Belts

Women's Belts, made of extra quality taffeta
silk, in colors, black and white, in gilt, silver and oxidized buckles

60c to 1.00

Elastic Belts in colors, black and white
1 00 to 4 00
Leather Belts, Crushed snd Fitted, colors black and white,
with poarl, gilt and jeweled buckles.
60c to 3.00
Children's belts, plain kid and patent leather. 26c to 1.00

Strap Bags

in

walrus, pebble goat, seal, fancy

leathern and
60c to 7.60
Wrist Bags in handsome soft leathern, in walrus and seal,
black, brown, bine and green
60c to 20.00
Traveling Bags in Jap Straw, leather lined
M. 90
Traveling Bngs in walrns, seal and sole leather; many of
them fitted up in a most convenient mnnntr and con*
taming not only (he necessities for a journey but luxuries as well
8.60 to 20.00
Traveling* Cases
1.60 to 7.60
Flasks, Drinking Cups, Music Rolls, Triplicate Mirrors,
Change Purses, Bill Books, Memorandum and Address Books and many other attractive Leather Novelties.
ooze

Ullltt!

Eastman Brothers & Bancroft

Commonwealth

Hotel

TWO TERRIBLE YEARS.

nejr Troubles.

Opposite State House

Mrs. James

French, €5 Weir Street,
Taunton. Mass., says: "When I be*
gran using Doan's
Kidney Pills I was
so run down and
miserable
I
that
could
hardly endure It.
Terrible
pains in the back
attacked
ma
freand
the
quently
secretions
kidney
were
much disoruerea.
i was a nervous wreck and
there seemed no hope.
Doan's Kidney Pills brought my first relief and
six boxes have so
thoroughly cured
my kidneys that there has been no
return of my old trouble."
Sold by all dealers. £0 cents i. box.

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Foster-Mil*»urn Co., Buffalo,

Offer* i«tc« for

with hot and cold water of fl per day and
up; rooms with
private bath f 1.60 per day and up; suites of two rooms and private bath t3 per day
and up. Offers weekly rates on rooms with hot and oold water and shower baths
oI
|6 to |8; rooms with private baths |B to fl2; suites of two rooms and bath 915 to
f22. Absolutely fireproof; stone floors; nothing wood but the doors. Equipped
wtth Its own vacuum cleaning plant. Long-distance
In
rooms

Strictly

room.

telephone
every
CRAFTS, Manager.

temperance hotel.

s

8TORER F.
Send for booklet.

Railroads

Railroads

BOSTON & MAINE
RAILROAD

Low Rates and Fast Trains

O. J. Flanders

Mgr.

Gen. Pass. Agt.

Coastwise Steamers

MERCHANTS & MINERS TRANSPORTATION CO. STEAMSHIP LINES

Maine Central R. R.

Day Excursions!

From

BOSTON * PROVIDENCE

TO.

NORFOLK, NHMTPOBTNEW8*
HALTIMORK

delightfal route to Jamestown
Exposition. Direct service
Moat

BOSTON TO PHII«ADKI.PHIA

B«t rout* to Jfmjr ( mwt Rrtorti. AeramniodatloDi
and cuisine naiarpMccd.
band for booklet.

A. M.

Graham, Agt.

Jas

Barry, Agt.R.I.

Boston, Mass.
Providence,
Turner, Passenger Traffic Mgr.

W. P.

General Offices:

and Buffet Cars

C. M. Burt

Pass. Traf.

Baltimore,

Md.

Coastwise Steamers

NtwYorkDMLine

The inability to read a
cost a notable of France

cipher
his

once

head.
When the Chevalier de Rohan was in
the Bastille his friends,
wishing to let
him know that his
accomplice had
died without confessing, passed the
following cipher, written on a shirt,

into his dungeon: *Mg dulhxessigu ghj
yxuj; Im ct ulge alj." The cipher
was not a difficult one.
being arranged
by a complete transposition of the albut
De Rohan did not have
phabet,
the clew, and he puzzled over the
meaningless words in vain.
A solution of the riddle meant the guillotine,
but the puzzle was beyond him and
he pleaded guilty because he could

prisonnler

est mort;

S2.00

TO NAPLES.
Leave Portland S.45 a. m., rail to Sehago
steamer to Naples, or Bridgton.
across Sehago I~«ke and
up the Songo
River, take dinner at Naples or Brldgewn; rrtnmhrr nrrtri* Portland 5.S5
p. m

sTTso

TO SEBAOO LAKE AND RAYMOND.
Leave Portland at 8.45 a. m.. and at
Sehago Lake take steamer across the
lake and up the east shore,
passing Indian Island. White's
Bridge.
Raymond
Cape. The Images and up the River Jordan to Raymond village for dinner and
a visit to the State
fish hatchery, where
the whole process of
hatching and raising trout and
salmon may
be seen.
Return is made, arriving in Portland
6.55 p. m.

The Afternoon

Songo River Trip
Via Rail, Steamer and

Marrow Gauge

Leave Portland 1.05 p. m., arrive ScbaLake 1.37 p. m., where the Steamer
"Hawthorfte" takes you across Sebego
l-'ikf, up the Songo River, across the
Bay of Naples and l/ing Pond to Bridgton. Tally-ho to the village. Narrow Uaugc
to Brldgton Junction,
thence Maine-Central to Portland,
arriving Portland 7.45
go

All Sort* of Remedies Failc*. »o Cure
Eczema—Sufferer Tried Cut leu r*
and I* Entirely Cured.

"1 liare had ecrema for over fifteen
year*. and have tried all hurt* of remedies
to relieve me. but without avail.
1 stated
my case to one ot my friends ami he
recommended the I'uticura Itemed ie*.
I
bought them writli the thought that they
would be unsuccessful. as with the others.
Hut after using them for a tew weeks I
noticed to my surprise that the irritation
and
peeling ot the skin gradually decreased, and finally, after using five cakes
of Cuticura Scw»i> and two Itoxes ot Cuticur a Ointment it disap|>eared
entirely. 1
feel now like a new man. and 1 would
recommend
the»e
remedies to all
gladly
who are afflicted with skin disease*. David
Blum. Box A, Bedford Statiuu, >1. V.,
Nov. 6, 19U3."
A Record Year.
Though the first half of 1907 has
not passed. Its record of casualty already exceeds the total of 1906. There

have been thirty-eight railroad accidents of more than ordinary magnitude, in which 273 persons have been
killed and 925 injured.

Twenty-three

steamers

have been
of
902

wrecked, involving the Iocs
lives.

There have been thirteen mine accidents in which 355 persons have perished.
These casualties have been due to

human negligence or
In
ignorance
large part, but nature has been de-

structive

also.

Tidal

waves

have

swept away 2240, earthquakes 5100,
hurricanes 530, cyclones thus far

sevei

The cloud has a silver lining, however.
The total of gifts and bequests
In aH forms of philanthropy in less
than six months of 1907 is larger than
the total for the twelve months of

Fast modern steamships of the
1906, being $108,961,589, as compared
Portland Line sail from Franklin
with $106,281,083.
And never have
in.
"Wharf to New York
without p.
there been five months during the last
change, on Mondays at 10 a. m., To the White Mountaina twenty-five years in which the total
embezzlement and various forms of
Tuesdays Thursdays and Saturand Return
defalcation has been as small as In
days at 6.30 p. m., making this
S4.70
the first five months of 1907.—Chicago
delightful, short sea-trip in about Leave Portland
9.10 a. m. Four hour*
Crawford*. Mount Pleaaant House or Tribune.
twenty-two hours. No summer »t
Fabyans for dinner
driving, arriving
tour complete without it.
Full back In Portland at and
7.45 p. m.. or by reJust Callers.
at Fabyana an hour can
maining
information at wharf office.
arrive In
Portland at SIH p. tn.
"You don't have many visitors out
Tourists on this trip
H. A. CLAY, Agent
can also visit
Fryeburg, North Conway. Intervale. Jack- here," said Cltlman, "do you?"
son and Bartlett If
they prefer at a leas
"Oh! yes." replied Subbubs, "comexpense or Mnplewood, Itethlehem. Profile House.
ing and going nearly every day."
To Conscience Fund, $60.
Jefferson.
Lancaster at a
Making restitution for

dishonesty

some

act of

committed years
a
ago.
man
who recently became converted
to Christianity ha*
sent Mrs. Belle Hollensbe, a widow
of this city, a check for $60, Inclosing
in it a self-explanatory letter.
Mrs. Hollensbe was astonished to
receive the letter and check and coul.l
not bellere that the paper was good,
but she cashed it at the bank and
found the check bona fide and obtained the money.
The recipient of
the money is the widow of Klmer Hollensbe, who was formerly In business
here.
The writer of the letter
sajrs
be owned Mr. Hollensbe the money.—
Fort

Wayne

Lafayette correspondence Indianapolis
News.

Purchaser* of Islands.
To bay an Island, of course, one
need not be a Power.
Some of the
Pacific islands are In private hands
A Mr. Orel* la«t year purchased Panning Island over the head of a German
A group, of which
syndicate.
Hull and Pllnt Islands are the largest,
bus been acquired by an English firm
famoun In the soap trade.
Another

trading

fortunate as
to obtain from the last Government
a long I'w of Paanopa Island at the
remarkable annual rental of £50. This
Island la rich In guano phosphates, a
coincidence which enables the comconcern

was

so

pany to make a profit of
like £50,000 a year.

something

In D<ng«r.
Young Robert watched with absorbed Interest his mother's rigorous application of the bath towel to bis

•mall body.
"Wipe me perfly dry. muvvah," he
remarked cheerfully, "or 111 rust"—
New York Times.

slight additional expense.

Poland

Springs,

"Mostly women, I suppose."

Maine

f3.)0 to Poland Spring Houm and R««
turn.

|3.05 going Haturday and return Monday.
Kvery Hnuday to Moose head lake and
Kangeley Lake, Leave Portland 6.40 a. m.
arriving on return at 7.40 p. m. (2.50 the
round trip to either place. Oolng Haturday or Hunday to Mooaebead and return
Monday or Monday f6.
Ijftmvo Portland 7.H, 8.30 a. rn. or ll.W
m.; arrive Poland Bprlng House y.jo
10.30 a. m. or 1 p. m.
Take dinner and
remain until about 3 p. m., and arrive at
Portland >.25 P m

a.

Sunday

Excursions

EVERY SUNDAY to

the White Mountains

I/e*ve Portland
•»
a.
m.; arrive
Pabyxni llfl noon. U*v« Fibrini 2 IS
p. rn.; trrlvx
Portland S.25 p. m.; connecting for floston.

81.50 Trip Round
fundnjm

to Nipln
or
Raymond for
leaving Portland 9.0# a. m.
H^Uno I,ake and up th« Honao
Klver to Naplea or acroa*
l»<k'
to Haymond.
K»turninc. arrive at Portland i.21 p. m.

dinner.
me rem*

SI.50 the

Round

Trip

A Through Parle r Car I^eaves Portland
ill a m.. arriving Montreal J IS p. m
A Ihronah Slaaper l<*av«i Portland
dally. Sundays included. 9.00 p. m arriving Montreal l.ll a. m.
A Parlor Car l>eave«
Portland at 9.10
m., |.*» p m.. dally except Sundae
A Parlor Oar I^eavee Portland at
9.10
a. m. dallv. »*^pt Hund»y. arriving at
Quebec 9.00 p. m.

Through

H4 nrlce "WEST

To the Wnt via the Crawford Notch
of th« White Mountalna
I^av* Portland.
9.10 a. m. 9 00 p. m
Arrive Montreal.
9.15 p m.
9.11 a. m
Arrive Ottawa.
1 40 a. m
12 IS noon
Arrive Toronto.
72S a. m. 7.90 p. m
Arrive Detroit.
I 09 p. m. 1U a. m
Arrive St. I>oul«,
7.12 a. m. 1.40 p. m
Arrive Chlcam
9.1) p. m. 10.40 a. m
Arrive St. Paol.
LN a. m.
For filMr fUtMan. folder*, cutds
books and other literature, call on

F. E.

BOOTrtBY,

O. P. A T. A.. M. C. R. R-. Portland

"Yes;

Press.

servant

girls."—Philadelphia

COFFEE COMPLEXION
Many Indies Have Poor Complex*
ions From Coffee.
"Coffee
caused
dark
eolored
blotcbea on my face and body. I
bad beon drinking It for a Ionic while
and
tbes«
blotches gradually appeared. nntll Anally they became permanent and were about as dark as
coffee Itself.
"I formerly had as fine a complexIon as one could ask for.
"When I became convinced that
coffee was the ranse of my trouble,
I changed and took to using Postum
Food Coffee, and as I made it well,
according to directions, I liked it

▼ery much, and hare since that time
used it In place of coffee.
"I am thankful to fiy I am not
nervous any more, as I was when 1
was drinking coffee, and
my complexion Is now as fair and good as
It was years ago.
It Is very plain
that coffee caused the trouble."
Most bad complexions are caused

by some disturbance of the stomach
and coffee is the greatest disturber
of digestion known. Almost
any woman can hare a fair
complexion If
she will leare off roffee and use Poeturn
Food Coffee and nutritions,
healthy food In proper quantity.
Postum furnishes certain elements
from the natural grains from the
field that Nature uses to rebuild the
nerrous system fend when that Is la
good condition, one can depend upon
a good complexion aa well as
a good
healthy body. "There's a Reason.*
Read "The Road to WellTllle," .a

pkga.

W. S. JORDAN & CO.,

Portland

DEALERS IN

Welcome Sebascodigan! How pretty the little craft does look as she
rounds White Point, and makes
her
landing each day.
It does seem no
good to know we have such a
convenience and pleasure and
hope the patronage will sufficiently prove our
appreciation in and for the steamer.
We fully understand there
are existing conditions detrimental to a great
financial success this season, but it
will only be a
short
time
when
changes will come that will
materially
promote unlimited prosperity. In the
meantime let us. each and all. aid the
Harpswell Steamboat Co. In every

GROCERIES

—

PROVISIONS

JPY*hing Tackle
Anchors
Oar*
Cordage
Oiled Clothing
Doric*
Skiff*

Bunt*

Row Boat*

St. Lawrence River

Motor Lavnche*

Skiff*

7th Annivirsary Sale of OPTICAL 600DS

way possible, by word or deed, that
the courage needed will never
flag.
It means much now to have a
regular
line of steamboat service and
will
mean a

NO RELIEF FOR 15 YEARS.

WHITE MOUNTAINS
Sleeping, Dining

N. Y.

Didn't Know the Cipher.

not decipher **Le
In n'a rien dit."

TO THE BEAUTIFUL

Excellent Parlor,

Candy's Harbor

The Untold Agonies of Neglected Kid*

Lowest Prices Ever known
S3 Rimless

great deal more later as prop-

WARBANTEO

Gold

Until

Eyeglasses
lO

Sept.

10

81

TEARS

Filled Frame*
70C Solid Gold Mountings
$1.60
91.00 Eyeglass Chains
0OC Aluminum Frame*
35C
Special Linses
600 end up.
Oculists' Prescriptions filled at 33 per cent discount
from ususl prices.

erty increases in value and our little
village takes on a new dress of activity parallel with adjoining resorts.
Ajgfcln we say. -Welcome!"
v.n&s. Benson, under medical
treatment of Dr. Bibber, of Bath, is recovering nicely from his recent illlness.
W. A. Eastman returned borne from

Eyes Examined Free —To oelebrate the seventh anniversary of
my
location 'n Portland, I shall quote the«e low
prices.
UNTIL SKPTIMSCR IS ONLY
And Remember, although my prices are the lowest in New
England, I
never deal in any goods
excepting those of the very best quality. I examine
the eyeecarefully and fit them
and
I
warrant
ail
correctly;
my glasses to lit.
I make any needed change in the lenses, within one
year, sbsolutely free of
charge. I keep accurate records of all prescriptions
to tbst if your
are broken, I can replace them without
further txsminaiion.
Durng the past seven years I have fitted the eyes of one-seventh the entire popu'atlon of Cumberland
County.
Remember the place, over Fidelity Trust
Co., opp. Preble House.

Cape Porpoise last Friday.
Mrs. E. D. Percy has been

so very
ill the past week as to cause considerable anxiety in her home.
Miss Angle Watson returned last
week end from Rochester, N.
Y., and
will remain at her
home here the
greater part of the summer.
Mrs. Lemuel Davis, of
Portland, was
here a few hours a day of last week,
coming via the steamer Sebascodlgan.
Mrs. H. Wentworth of Parsonsfleld
has been here
recently, visiting her
•laughter, Mrs. R .S. Watson.
Miss UUa Skolfield passed
Tuesday
in Brunswick.
Fred Johnson and bis
sister. Miss
I^eona. of Bailey Island, were recent
guests or relatives in this place.
Mrs. Samuel Holbrook and .«rs.
Wm. Benson were in Lewiston a day
of last
week, while Mrs. Elbridge
Thompson, Mrs. F. L. Thompson. Mrs.
W. H. Ridley and Mrs. Wilber Gatch

f:lasses

N.

478

1-B

T. WORTHliBY. Jr.

Oonjprcaa'11 °

° PTI

~A,-Both 'Phones.

WAT80N BROS.
Nearest to the

tw w""

Steamboat Landing

GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS
FRESH

MEATS, CANNED COOD8. PRODUCE
Tobacco, Fine Confectionery, Ice, Coal and Wood, Gasoline
Fresh FISH, Complete
Fisbing Outfits
We call for and deliver orders in
Cnndy's Harbor and East Harpaweil, and
ship goods by boat to any lanaing
Baggage Moving
Souvenir Postals
Cundy'S Harbor, Me.
Cigars

and

ell visited Bath.
a

Miss M. D. Snow has returned from
pleasant three weeks' visit in Port-

land.
Little Miss Deweyette Brigham was
down here from Brunswick a day of
last week visiting her young cousin,
Miss Pearl Harris.
Mrs. A. B. Gahan and Miss Grace
Malcolm of Parker's Head, were here
last week as guests of their uncle,
Capt. E. D. Percy and family.
Mrs. Elmer Bartlett of Westbrook,
has been here the past week visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Holbrook.
The school entertainment on Bethel
Point, under Miss Hanson, drew very
few from here as it was not generally
known there was to
be
any public

amusement.
Misses Ruth Morrison and Emma
Ridley of Sebasco, were calling here
Friday of last week.
-iJIn. H. Leroy Catlin paisw 9 part
of this week In Brunswick with her
cousin, Mrs. John Walsh.
Mrs. Edward Hunt of Bath is here
for a week's visit with her parents. Mr.
tad Mrs. S. O. Holbrook.
W. I^apier of Cape Porpoise was
here a few days recently.
Mr. Lapier
is a former resilient of this place, so
is ever welcomed by his many friends.
Mrs. Humphrey Skolfleld is passing
a few days in the Forest City.

Targets for Anglers.
Not long ago several wood discs, one
foot In diameter, painted white, and
ea<h provided with a line and a lead
weight, were placed in the
pool In
Central Park, this city, by the An
glers' Club, for targets for fly and
bait-casting. As a granitoid walk adjoins the eastern end of the pool, and
the targets furthest from the casting
platform are near this walk, thousands of park visitors worry the llveo
out of the policemen and park employes with questions relative to thr
purpose of the white disks. They have
been asked if the strange things are
early lilypads and everything undci
the sun an idle lounger can imagine.
One of the patrolmen told me the other
day that his naturally sweet temper
had been ruined since the appearance
of "them things." But the most curious question of all was flred at me one
day as I watched the anglers practising.

those tin cans used In
flsh
breeding?" asked the visitor.
"What cans?*' I queried, not grasping his meaning.
"Why, those tin cans in the lake?"
"Oh! No, those are targets."—Forest
and Stream.
"Are

Second-Hand Battle

Ships

for Junk.

The tremendous
Improvements In
naval architecture and armamcnl wore

graphically Illustrated a rew days ago
In England when the battleship Hans
Parell, built twenty years ago at n
cost of f3.S97.210, was sold for $133.000.

With

the

vessel went two 11029-ton and twelve 6-Inch
brooch loading guns.
The Conqueror,
which coat 92.092.165.
was
knocked
down for $84,000.
The
Undaunted,
ton gun*, one

coating fl.280.27B,

went
for $72,000.
Three smaller vessels, representing an
original
Investment
of
$500,000.
brought $23,300.
Owing to a ruling
of the British Admiralty which necessitates the breaking up of these Teasels In England,
several
thlrd-clas*
powers were robbed of
the
opportunity of picking up a navy at bargain
price*.—New York World.
Just a hundred

years ago the first
evangelical missionary
went
from
England to China. His name was
Robert
he remained
Morrison;
34
tranalated
the Bible
year*.
Into
Chinese, wrote a Chinese grammar
and a dictionary of 4595 pages.
A ton of water from the Dead Sea

will yield 1$7 pounds of

aalt;

that

frotn the Atlantic ocean. $1 pounds,
and from the Pacific, 79 pounds.

ABNER

J.

HARRI8

CUNDY'S HARBOR, ME.
We carry a fall stock of first-class Groceries, Meats and Provisions in season. Also Lobsters and Sea Foods. Fishermen's
Supplies. Boots, Shoes and Rubber Goods, Candies, Souvenir
Postals and Honvenir Novelties. Our teams visit all parts of the
island daily. Special rates made for excursionists and
camping
parties. Boarding and hitching for horses. Trade here and have
money. Postoffice in the store.

Proptrt; Ml Through Catco lay Is Rltlng It. Valm Ytirly
This Fiat Properly at Sabatea

This Space
Reserved For
Cut of
Property to Be
Shown
Next Week

•

With store, fish stand, stable and dwelling, and
ten acres improved land

h will <cah s
valas la a si ait fiats
Also a magnificent property at Cundy'a
Harbor,
with modern dwelling, stables, wharves,
store,
etc., etc Will sell either place to right parties,
and I can convince the buver of the advance in
values in five minutes. Good reason foraelling.

FRANK RIDLEY. Sebasco, Maine
Groceries, Provisions, Fish, Ice, Fishing Outfits.

General Store.

WILLIAM N.

SEALS, Sebasco,

GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS

Canned Coods, Meats* Produce, Etc.

Maine

Ice and

Fish

Orders Delivered at Sebasco and Small Point.
PATT A P 1? T ATC 1 have 400 acres of the finest cottage lota on
\jv/l 1 AVJXi 1j\J _L O or near the shore. The steamer Sebaacodego
from Portland lands at tbia property every day in summer, with proapects of running the year round in the near future. Call and look at this land now fceforetba
price soars, as it has on all the leading resorts of Casco Bay.

W. N. BEAL8,

At the Harjswell Steamboat Landing, Sebasco, Maine

Long

Diatance

Oakhurst Island
Cundy's Harbor,

Me.

MRS. T. M. BARLING, Prop.

Telephone

L. WALLACE

BOAT

BUILDER

8EBA8CO,

MAINE

Board ins and lodging in one of t ho finspots in Cmco Bey. Pine oek grove
with boeting, bething end fishing privileges. Open Jane 15 to Kept. 16. Rates
f8 per week. Plenty of see foods,

We have facilities for building launches
and pleasure boats of all kinds at abort
notice. Nothing bat the finest of materials used in oar work. Installation of
engines a specialty. Agent for Locier
Gasolene Engine.
Repairing of parts
will receive prompt attention.

NARRIH8TQH COTTAGE

8KOLFIELD COTTAGE

est

Bto

esb

vegetables, milk,

MRS. H. B.

etc.

HARRINGTON, Prop.

Cundy's Harbor, Main*

Accommodations for summer boarder*
in homelike sarroondlngs. Oood table.
Handy to shore and steeroers. Betes on

Mrs. A. A.8KOLFIELO, Prop.
Cundy's Harbor. Me
Csn accomodstste a few boarders with
good family table. Plenty of fresh sea
food and com forts ble rooms. Right st the
bead of the steamboat landing.

epplicetion.

WIL80N BR08.
Orr's Island, M«.
Bl'ILDRU OP

Launehas, Yaehtt and Motor Boats

Of Every Dtt Ipt Inn
Yards and shops at Orr's Island, Me.
Best of workmanship guaranteed. Past
models or heavy seagoing boats. Agents
for all makes of gasolene engines. Be
sure and get oar pricee before
ordering
boats of any description. Prompt delivBest of references.
ery.

SHAYLOR ENGRAVING CO.

349 Middle St., Portland
If yon want nice deep cola end the kind
that print welland with the least trouble,
giTe n« s trial order. We make drawings to Illustrate newspapers, pamphlets,
letter- heads, cards, etc.
Tsl. 1774-1; House, 1SM-2.

ju«t

FOR SALE

point

high-

island, spring water,
beantifnl groves, honse
recently
remodeled, three open fire places,
on

hard wood floors.
Fine bargain for

8asoltn«

Englnt SuprtlUs

MTBMCTKM MARANTflO

8. D. Thorndike Machine Ca.
Telephone

PORTLAND PI BR

2215

CORDES CAFE

At Chebesgns Inland, farm honse
and stable, 19 acres of land,

eat

Water Pumping Outfits

some one.

Price >4000.
Address care Casco Bay Creese,
Box 212, Portland, Ms.

CHARLES W. CORDES
489 Concreai St., Portland
Adjoining tbo Itmoot Longfellow man-

•ton. Poor floors, 12 priYste

dining room*.

Mrs. C. A. Rogers
fast IN

CktWifN ItlMl

Accommodations to*

era.

Large, airy

fh.
tw«tj-flw boerd-

rooms,

rrnmtone*. Piws tebie.
sad Flaking. Rates on

with rrsry

eey

Bathing. Bostfef
epplJcmtlon.

Opan Juns SO to Sspt.

If

Ttie

First

Jump
Mining:
and Corham, N. H.

Fathers in the Home.

Co.

Washington

From a recent
assay mr.de of an
average

sample

we

now

sorted

ore

are

ting ready
it

such
to

of

as

get*

ship

fonnd to
contain $2.00 in
was

gold,

14 onnces
of silver Talne at
$9.10
and 69%
lead valne total

valne,

only

pound

52.50.

allowing

.03 cents

for

a

lead

Fir a Shirt Tin Tils
Stick Caa Bi Had
Fir 15 Cuts i Sbari
J. W. PHILLIPS
Fiscal Agent,
Beverly, Maw.

r*ascot Silver Lead Mine. Corham. N. H.

SHORTAGE OF WILD MEN.

Coth Tt'eph.nej Agencj for Utiiersil Linndiy. Orders Taken fcr Lobsters and Fish

Showman Advertises and
Only One
Candidate Responds.
If any colored person with
leanings

toward the stage desires to fill weak
end engagements he should communicate at once with James
Wilson, at 1
Bleecker street. New York, and hear
sonuthing to his advantage.
Mr. Wilson, who was a showman b?fcre the frankfurter Invaded
Coney Isl
and. Is greatly in need of a wild mau.

TrefetKen <fc Swett Co.
PROVISIONEBS
Wholesalers and Retailers of

lmp:rtcd and Domestic Groceries, Hotel, Yacht aid Faacj Family Supplies
All Kinds cf

Poultty

K-ptcial attention is given

to

and

Fancy Came

packing perishable goods

arrive in perfect condition.

130-132 Commercial Street,
Head of Portland Pier.

Opp.

I

Boarders can bave home like accomodation here with large, airy chambers.
Bates on application. Open Jane 20 to
Sept. 20.

that they will

Kelsey

Store.

William A. Trufant

Hamilton**

l.iiiidln;;. rhtbcagne
Inland, Maine.

the Post office

Chebeasue Island. Maine

so

Portland, Maine

The oli Ryan A

Mrs. William A. Trufant

Yesterday he advertised for one—a col
cred one. He expected that his aiver
tii-ement would bring such a rush of
prospective wild men that he would
have to have the police on hand to
keep the street clear. Instead he had
cne lone caller.
As the post of wild
men has to be filled
by today, the man
was hired.
His real name, the showman said, is a
professional secret. On
'he stage bis name will be Boo Boo.
There has never been such a shortage in the wild man market. Mr. Wilson sat in his combined office and fiat
last night, anil bemoaned the fact. H*

In Season

Parties can ?ccu c vkuun. Imats of all
kinds
for all occasions, nUo Naphtha
Launches capable of carrvin^ twenty pasfvntm with experienced men in charge.
Row boats to let at reasonable charges.
Wharf Privileges to let.

HAMILTON <SL GRANNELL
Chebeague's Largest and Best StocKed

Everything

Grocery

and Provision Store

of the best at lowest cash prices Our Meat
Dept. J® always well stocked.
Oar teams visit alt se< tion« of the Uland several timea dally 16 collect and deliver
orders. We want voar trade and wili try and please too
Reroember oar location—
Hamiltou'a Landing, Cbebeague.

AAA

(*4

A.

E.
SOUTH

PINKHAM

HARP8WELL. MAINE
STABLES AT

MERRICONEAG HOUSE

1
1

OCEAN VIEW HOUSE i
AUBURN COLONY

The finest livery and board in stables in
ig
Cosco Bay.
Our three stables are
equipped to handle all the basineas of this place ana nc are
to (arniah
prepared
teams with car«*ful drivers at
any hoar of the day or
night. Expressing and moving of ah kinds receive
and
careful ntt<mi<n. Have all >oar
prompt
baggage checked in care of A. E. Pinkham.
Baggage
Master, Sooth Harps*ell, Maine.
J, J, A.% /.A A J. J.

«

t▼
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j1
j
.<

4

-j

j
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Littlefield & Co., Grocers
109-111 Commercial St., Portland and Peak**
Island, fie.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

GROCERIES, MEATS, AND PROVISIONS
OF ALL KIND5

We m»ke a specialty of supp
ying Hotels. Cottages, 8cbo« ners
and Yaciitiux Parties.
In tact w* Lhy« everythiDir in our line.
Order Teams visit sil parts of Peak's Island several tiuies

Our Prices

are

Right—Prompt $ervice~-E*erything

daily.
Pint Close

Ash Point fttfete
~

L. H.

iPAULPIWG,

George

A.

Greene

Loag Ii!m4. Mai-it

ARCr.lItCi 4 BUILOER

College Work

Specialty.

Drt jiifr and
bol dfr ol
d*a «nt « no tot.age*
Eatlmatea cheerfully |.vm ni any lim*.
a
NTdai

Fred S.

Ptarrington

Hortlk Harp.vall, Mo.

PLEASURE YACHTS

ol all pattern* from 12 to *>
ft., hallt and
finished in any at- le *l wood. Alto Boa fa
and Tenders, all built by i he
day or contrail.
I will lie * ad to estimate oti
any
)of» large or amall. Please glee me a c«ll.

HAMILTON
CftRPENTEA 1R0 BUILDER
H. 8.

So.

lelutiful nhore.

Harpswell. Me.

American Dairy Lunch
*D. J.

MacDONALD

180 Middle St..

Portland. Main*.
Nearly opposite the postafflce

Mtlk.
farm

vice,

Cream, etc, freab from dairy
Beat of food, quickest serreasonable
Visit as
prices

dally.

when In town.

Chandler's Military
Band and Orchestra

Any combination of masldtns from
an orchestra of three pieces to a military hand of foriy. furnished at abort
notice
llftdqiiartfr*, 2? Monument
Tel. 1C43-12. C. M. Brooks,
square.
agent.

Duchess Paint* a Sign.
The ftifUibcard of aa Inn at RoseContract work carefully performed. neatb. on the
Clyde, was painted some
Jobbing, repairing or altering promptly Mime rfffo by the Duchess of
Argyll to
attended to.
while away a period of tedious waiting
The
CHEBEAQUE ISLAND, MI.
Duchess Is. of coarse, well known
as an artist, and has for
many years
H. W. BOWM, Kmtdlk*. t heboagna had a studio In Kensington Palace,
Ialaad Boot en Ir S'ore--B#a. lint of laland where sf:e sp->nd«
many hours In paint*
and Pay Postal Carda.
bar* Ja«t In* and
modeling. Aa a amlptor shwhat yoa want In Candle*, all ae ect aort.
Lock Boxes and Call Boxes To Rent. ha* great ability, and her tutor, the
Sporting and Baae Ball Oooda, Stationery, late Sir Edgar Boehm. thought very
Periodica la--Public 1. btary.
hlgh!y of her skill —1 ondon Reader.

had to take the solitary applicant for
occupant of a cage at a near-by resort,
because of his pressing need, but it is
doubtful if he will last, li* the firs:
place he has one of his front teeth
filled with gold, which no respectable
wild man should have.
**I

up against It," said Mr. Wilson. shaking his head as he looked
up from his desk filled with circular*
trcm dentists on the treatment of the
teeth.
"Imagine me getting up an<l
saying: This, ladles and gents, is Boo
Boo. who was captured by sailers in
the Philippines.
He is positvely wild,
and every attempt to tame him has
been without result.
He was secured

OLly after a fierce fight, in which he
maimed 18 sailors. He tore them apart
ladies and gentlemen, aim tven now lie
eats 'em alive.' And then to have the
wild man grin up at your audience. an:l
show a nicely filled gold tooth.
I've
been In this business 25 years, an*
never before have I had to
put an :t<2
in a paper for a wild man.
The gold tooth is not the only trou-

ble with the colored man who ap» 1 left
for the Job.
During the interview with
Wilson he developed a tendency to say

huh?" on the slightest provocation
Now the showman is haunted by the
fear that Boo Boo in the cage if anybody asks him if he is really wild may

forget his part and say "huh?"
Mr. Wilson explained that the make-

up and ear fare are furnished by him
self. The first consists of a scant cr.s
tume of feathers and much paint. All
the wild man has to do is to look

wild,

rattle his chains at dramatic
parts of the lecture, and try to bite
children who come too near the bars
of bis cane.
For this he will net $4 a

Sunday.

What he does the rest of the
is no concern of his employer,
but he would prefer a man who ice's
covered with grime on week days and
forgets to wash It off on Saturday
week

nights.

"Colored people are to unreliable."
raid Mr. Wilson, shaking his
head
dolefully. "You're never sure tbey are
going to show up. and It's no fun
■currying about at the last minute to
And a wild man.
I had such a nice
wild man the flrat part of the season,
but I never could be sure he'd show
He was very black, and he must
up.
have worked In a tunnel or subway.
He had fine bloodshot eyes, and then
he was irery forgetful shout snarln*
All of thl* mad* htm a wild man worth
I tell you. when I told the
having.
people how he waa ciptured I be way
that coon would aar *Or-r-r-' and ra*tle hla ehalna waa rert'nly
Inttplrln'. It
waa worth every rent of a dime, and
recollect that money don't grow In
your pocketa like the hair on your
head for— But there I go a lecturing
when I'm juat talkln' to you
Thl*
bualneaa la Rett In' on my nerves.

"I'm up aaalnat a wild man wrt4* a
sold front tooth. I know that If I am
a lecturing and that roon abnwa tha*
sold tooth to the audience I'll a mply
Itrrak down,

1 know I won't sleep toI'll he dreaming of wild m*n
night.
•aylna 'Huh.' when thry a rent anproaed to be able to talk. Things aln':
"
like the old daya
And
the
ahowman
aorrowful y
turned to hla deak and took
up hl«
Investlgatlona aa to how bnt to Conceal a gold tooth.—New York Tim*"*

Statea mantaln*

JT7$
missionaries In Japan. China.
Korea,
the ph.llpplnea. Burmah. 81am/India.
Thibet. Persia. Turkey. Egypt and the
■*'

near

we saw

nth Am*rl<»n rountrlea

that it was an ambro-

type of two small children.
Man
though I was. hardened through long

years, of carnage and bloodshed, the
sight of that man who had looked on
his children for the last time in this

world, who. far away in a secluded
spot, had rested himself against a
tree, that he might feast his eyes on
his little darlings, brought tears to

my eyes which I could not restrain.
were six of us in the
company,
and we all found great lumps
rising
in our throats, and mists
gathering
before our eyes, which almost blinded us.
We stood looking at him for
some time.
I was thinking of the
wife and baby I had left at home, and
wondering, how soon in the mercy of
God. she would be left a widow, and
my baby boy fatherless.
We looked
at
each
other
and
instinctively
seemed to understand.
Not a word was spoken, but we
dug a grave and laid the poor fellow
to rest with his children's picture
elasped over his heart.
Over his
grave, on the tree against which he
bad leaned, I inscribed the words:

There

ENGINES

ISEST BY EVERT TEST"

U.S.GOvY REPORT

Do you want an engine?
We have one you can
afford to buy.
We have been building nothing but engine* for
26 years.
We guarantee the J Ids Engines will run properly.
The price la right.
The engine la reliable and a:mple.
We
treat you right.
There la an agent near by to *ee everything Is
right and kept so
We have a liberal proposition to mmk»
♦ojrou, beside* furnishing yon the
beet engine made.
Let us tell you abont It, because it will
surely interest you.
We can furnish you our Type A engine, set up on skids
If desired, a to 8 h. p. ready to run when you get it—does not
have to be set up—no piping to connect,
o foundation to
build—simply fill with gasoline (or distillate) throw on the
switch, tur the wheel and it goes.
Easy to start winter or summer. The cheapest of all engines for farm and
stationary power. Has removable water Jacket, all latest improvements, and
has been adopted by the United States Government.
Send for our catalog of 3 to 50 h. p. engines, and be sure you tike advantage of our proposition and save money.

OLD8 OAS POWER CO.,

^oitor»^WMhlnitfii

—From the Indiana Farmer.

WORDS OF WISDOM.
Some men are born great, but the

There may
the top, but

feeling

be plenty of room at
victims of that tired
never reach it.

Men who boast of their virtues
would probably have more to say
if they enumerated their vices.
And

the more energy

a

man

Jarvey—Pigs.

Genius is said to be a certain form
of madness, but the madness of most
people is more or less uncertain.
It may not be your fault if you
have never been in jail; more than
likely it's due to your good fortune.
A man's Idea of good luck is any
old kind that leaves him a few dollars ahead of the other fellow's game.
Don't sit down and think about
what you would do if you could live
your life over.
Get busy and improve the rest of It.

It's a waste of time to attempt to
dodge a hypocrite.
He knows more
dodges In a minute than you will
learn in a lifetime.
And when you hear a man boast
of his ancestors it's a safe bet that
his descendants will have no occasion
to boast of theirs.—Bakers'

Helper.

City.

A Paris
correspondent, writing to
a paper In Berlin,
says: "Paris Is tbe
home of tbe great book thief.
It Is

Just sixty years since Count Librl,
a librarian of the
National
fled
to
books to

England, taking
the

Library,

with

him

value
of t.000.000
francs, belonging to the library. He
was sentenced
'In contumaciam' to
ten years'
but

•erred

Imprisonment,

never

day and never returned a
book.
The directors had to
purchase
them from people to whom
they had
been sold, and paid large
prices for
them.
A similar theft has
recently
been discovered In the
library of tbe
Ecole des Beaux Arts.
Here also the
thief remains unpunished because
he died before
his crime
became
known.
A good name covers much
and the thief, who was M.
Thomas,
an officer of the
Legion of Honor,
architect of the Orsnd Palais and recipient of the Roman prise, was st
liberty to plunder the library at will.
He was an enthusiast on the subject
of old engravings and
bibliographic
curiosities, and could satisfy his desires In that direction without molestation on the part of the custodians.
His method was to tear
engravings
from books or to carry away the
whole work.
In this manner he acquired books and pictures to the
of abont 200.000
value
francs '*
The Thomas thefts brought to light
the fact that no Inventory had erer
been made pf tbe 3eaux Arts Library. and thst Instead of a modern
catalogue antique slips and memoranda furnished all the Information
as to the valuable collection.
a

sorr,

people

round

mainly, and

ists in the summer.—Punch.
8chedute.

tour-

at

Phllt.:

l»u

kh

st

Blossoming.

Tinker—He Is the flower of the fam-

ily.

Winks—Possible. He seems to be
Idiot.—Boston Record.

a

blooming

FITS,Rt. Yitu*' Dance: N eryous Disease* per
manentlycured by Dr. Klin**'* Wreat Nerve
Restorer, fci trial Itottle and treatise free.
Dr. H. R. Klim», Ixl./.ttl Arch St.. Phil*., Pa.

l'lant Liar Uri an Trip*.
Novs Scotia, Cape IJictou, Prince Edward Island or New toundlsnd.
"On«
Night at s-ea," or Six Uaj>' Cruise of 1100
miles tor |18.00.
June
18
Commencing
ttcamers leave Ccmmetcial \V harf,
Boston,
at noon Tuesdays and Saturdays for Hallfax, Hawkesbury, C harlotteiow n. Send
stamp for illustrated booklet "Canadian
Gems," map*, etc., to A. W. Perky, Uen.
Mgr., Comnieicial W harf, Boston.

Ordinary sheep dip ts now being
tensively used for the destruction

can

Passenger—When

does

the

next

Guard—It left before the last
New York Sun.

one.—

train leave?

ex-

of

locusts in South Africa.

It is said that buzzards and vultures
scent their food at a distance of
forty miles.
NE27

DO YOU WANT TO OWN A
TALKING MACHINE
If so, fill out black below and mail it to us
and we will Mild you, tree of all charge,
illustrated catalogue and descriptive sheets
of *|trcial out tits we have tnade up for instalment purcba*tr«, coatiujf

1

$14, $15, $25, $27, $38. and Upward

Ellison Phonographs >•< Victor Machines
JnrlndlDg 1rroid», large Horn,

ami

Support

SOLD ON YOUR OWN TERMS OF PAYHENT
AM'H'HKKK IN MKW KXGUMi

The Eaatera Talking riachine
Co., Boston.
>77 TKKMONT

kTKKUT

Mall to
At

Talkin* Machine* a« advertised in
nnrtif.'/TTn0?
understood that 1f'*ard,nK
am under no obligation to
buy.

thk

paj^. Vt U

ex-

pends in talking the less he will have
left to assist him in making good.
Many a man would be unable to
paddle his own canoe if he couldn't
borrow some other man's paddle.

The Rook Thief*

do the

here live on, Pat?

majority don't even have greatness
thrust upon them.
It sometimes happens that when an
actor finds things coming his way he
tries to dodge them.

MaIb office: M Ifurrr St. Lanaliw. Ml«-h
X. Btofbintoo. X. T.: » Wuhii^um.

Rotation of Diet.

Tourist—What

"Somebody's Father."
July 3, 1863.

am

The 1'nlted

OLDS

By ALTA.
The mothers generally receive all
credit (or the training of a child who
makes himself a gr
name.
"I'm
what my mother mad« ue," Is an oftquoted phrase which has much truth
In it—and we like to hear It from the
lips of great men. But it is just as
true and oh, how sadly true, on the
Hps of the glutton, the drunkard, the
criminal.
Her neglect may have
caused the boy to choose evil associates who dragged him down to the
lower strata of society. Just here is
where the father's good work in the
home comes in.
They understand
better to what evils a boy will be exposed. they understand better, also,
what kind of a young man should
be
accepted as his daughter's suitor.
The mother's love Is beautiful
but
there is something peculiarly
sacred,
sweet and strong In a father's love.
I often recall this story
by an old
soldier.
He said:
"I think one of
the saddest Incidents
of the
war
which came under my observation
was just after the battle of
Gettysburg. Off on the outskirts, seated on
the ground with his bark against a
tree, was a soldier, dead.
His eyes
were riveted on some object
clasped
tightly in his hands.
As we drew

The Early Bird.
Bishop Brewster of Connecticut is
noted for his funny stories, and his

latest is said to be abou' an old reprobate who decided to repent, and an-

nounced to everyone that whatever
he had done should be made
right. So a man whom he had cheated
out of a large sum of
money went
around at midnight to demand it.
"But what did you come at this hour
for, and wake me up? Why not wait
till tomorrow?" said the old
wrong

sinner,

crossly.

Food

"I came now," replied the
man, "to
avoid the rush."—Harper's Weekly.

Libby's Vienna
Sausage
unequalled
their delicious

Increase of Insane Briton*.
About fifty years ago one out of
every 53C of the population of Great
Britain was insane; now the proportion is one out of 285, the increase being most mcirked in the last few years.
—London Good Health Magazine.

for
taste.
They are put up in mo»t
convenient form for
ready •erring', requiring only a few minute* preparation.
They have a
fine flavor and fre*hne*s which
will please everyone.
Aa Appelhtatf Mafe.a tin ©I
Llhby'« Vienna baotage in Drop water
until heated (about it m boiling
nute-i and
aerve aa taken from the tin
on a aaall
plate (arniihtd with lettore lea*ea.

He Took a Rest.
As It is undoubtedly true that out
man's meat may be another man's
pji
son, so It happens sometimes that
what seems like work to one
persob
is regarded as recreation
by another.
"Had a good lecture on
Alasky,
didn't we. EbT* asked
one
of
Mr.

Aah ymmr imn (W LIMi't a*4
l—lit ifM (flllac

UM;V

Llfcfcy. WtNtlll tk U»y, CM——

waa

ItkM Temr *o»4«rt»l Cmwrti fM
k* m4 WuctiUrtlr (ir*4 »( itoaMk
I 4rip«MU. 1 Iklik t »»H of pralaa la
1

grand rest for me. beat
out with cranberrylng as I be."
a

* Itktn n«*r«M Mk«r m «*IM na*4M
rllkMI tfill i«4l f n4 UM CiMirfM rtllm
la t dmr ikM ki: ik« Mkwt I k««a «•>—

"It wan a good enough talk," admitted Mr. Dodd. In a
urudKlng
tone,
"but It didn't rent me any to apeak of.
Between having to aet atock-atlll without a chance to get In a word for two
mortal hour*, and
crane
neck
my
looking at thoae view* I waa pretty
well wore when I got home.
"But I took the lantern out Into th»
»oodshed and by the time I'd split
up
a week'a kindlings I felt kind o' rem
ed an* calmed down."—Youth'a Com

■»n

1mm*'ifcSlM

A Human Tlmar.

submarine cable* of the world.

em-

the

fk* faaalaa UkNl itaa|«l
*>••; kwi

W *ara m r«*i

C». Ckl<*|*

*f

OOft

H T. M*

IMIML SALE, TEIMUJM MRS

AUTOMOBILE-

very minute without either watch or
clock.
No doubt they are very rmreful of
both hla health and hla morals,
a
boy like that might easily go too fast
or elae get run down —Cleveland Plata
Dealer.

repairing

^

c*Novc«T«wme

It la claimed that an Indiana boy can
tell the time of day to almoat th«

constantly

#•

OHf
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wM I* k*IL

fine veaaela are

tmMf

B«*t for

IvatMto**

Fifty

M l**Nf II

Th» bowel*

r

panlon.

ployed In laying and

jS

DYSPEPSIA

Dodd's neighbors, meeting him the
day after the lecture. "To alt there
peaceful as pie for two hours, hear*
Ins him reel off the Information snd
seeing those pictures cast
on
the

screen

„

Products

ROAD MAPS
Of
trtrta.

oVu

!

j

H

Tart br <M?"
Jtwj a»4
*ow
a* > a rata ikd <» myit
Vt Mil
P» m »h* ratak««a fraa.
Al XKh * Co.
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EXCELLENT ESSAYS

Ghebeague High School eradiates

This consists largely In teaching
practice and review which one does
not get elsetrhere.
There Is nothing in any line of business or occupation
more beneficial
than experience.
A high school course furnishes the
requirements for entrance to college
and universities. Besides helping people in carrying on business, or In
teaching, or preparing for college. *
high school course also furnishes
much general knowledge which everyone should have.
All are not Interested in the same
affairs, for this reason there are sev-

Do Honor

Washington and Lincoln found

their
These

superior or equal
men
certainly had
they Improved on them.
not content with
llvtng

men

follow.
models, but
to

They

were

their
models, they sought to better them.
They forgot their bad points
and
followed the good ones.
Great men
like these make very good models for
us.
If possible we should Improve
even
these
B. Webber, Mr. Theodore P. Hill and Mr.
young men chosen the
They forgot their bad points and folT. Bennett Received
lowed the good ones.
Great men
like these make
very good models for
us.
ADVICE TO UNDERGRADUATES. I have do resources within themselves.
If possible we should Improve
even these.
In some cases it elavates us above
eral courses following
different
up
Young men. choose the right modthe smiles and frowns of fortune.
Agnes B. Webber.
Your future
Dear friends, last of all let us re- lines. Many of the same studies, how- els.
success
depends
Dear young friends, we, the class of
are Included In
each
course.
ever.
upon It. God will reward you. There
nineteen hundred and seven are leav- member that the success of our after These are English, mathematics and are
models worth following. We
ing the Chebeague high school for- life is formed while in school. If we other subjects which ought to inter- nna many
laem in every-day life and In the
ever.
We leave the school entirely get a rood education we are very est
and
a
do
to
cerlives
everybody,
of
they
great men.
There are also
with you. You must take our places. sure of finding plenty of employment. tain extent,
although they may not many admirable models to be taken
First of all, young friends, do not ne- On the other hand. If we are not well be aware of It.
from
the
Bible.
Its pages are crowded
educated, we find it very difficult to
glect
the
annual
entertainment.
A college course is a stepping-stone with the lives of
the noblest characStrive to make the coming one the obtain a good position. Strive there- to
of
many
which
the
professions
ter;
true
models of greatness, kindbest of all. Do not think of it merely fore. young friends, to get the very graduate
make
a
choice.
ness
may
Any
and
best education possible. We have
faithfulness.
as an event for
only of them may be attained
having a good time.
But by far our highest reason for
by a year or
Think of it as one thing essential to a short time to go to school, and then two of special
In a university. following
stady
we are called to go forth Into the
vorthy models Is that we
a good education.
Put your very best
Those who have secured their pass- too may become models. Others
may
efforts forth and make it a success. world. Let us start not forward in ing rank
hard study are well fitted be about to follow In
by
life with the idea of
our footsteps.
becoming mere for positions of honor and
Remember that the success of your
What
a
dignity.
seekers of pleasure.
responsibility rests upon us.
Sportive butterschool depends upon your cooperative
An education may be compared to Can we be too
careful to live lives
efforts. Strive then to be very punc- flies seeking for gaudy flowers. Let an endowment
The
time, worthy of Imitation? Should we not
policy.
us remember that the lawful
tual in attendance and encourage the
objects
of human efforts are but means to money, and self-denial used In early follow a perfect model ourselves, and
younger students to enter the high
higher and nobler ends. Let us think life may represent the premium, while then let our own lights shine.
school, that it may be a great benefit not
the result in both cases in after years
It Is true that the evil a man does
simply of this world.
Let us is
to the community. I will say to those
usually happiness. The educated lives after him. It is also true that
now attending the school; Do not get think what we must do to enter and man besides
being fitted for business the lives likewise. The recollection of
life beyond. This world is but
Press onward toward enjoy
discouraged.
and profession has a store of knowl- a
man's
good
remains
qualities
the mark. I cannot tell you how glad the vestibule of an Immortal life. edge which is of inestimable value in
long after his bad ones are forgotten.
I am that I ever persevered. It seems Every action of our lives touches on common affairs.
he forgets The example we are to set
Although
some chord
which
shall vibrate in
before the
wonderful when I look back and think
much of the knowledge he has gained, world Is the
greatest responsibility
that out of a class of twenty only I eternity.
Let us labor to accomplish a work vet the more important part remains. God has given us.
How shall we use
three have endured the hardships and
These combine to expand the think- it? Let us make
It a blessing and not
I which shall remain unchanged when
nave at last
We
conquered them.
one
to a curse to
time has withered the garlands of ing powers, thus enabling
humanity. It Is the only
have had many attendant drawbacks,
search out solutions to
the
many thing that will give true
happiness
but at last we stand as conquerors. youth and monuments have crumbled questions which may arise and to exin the future.
to ashes.
I trust many of you will much more
press his thoughts in proper words.
It will not matter how well we have
successful if you will only fight It
Considering the great and increas- succeeded in business. It will not
out.
Remember that your education The Meant and Advantage* Of An ing assistance which the town, state matter
how much property we have
Is a personal matter. You alone must

To Ihoir School.

Miss Agnes

Stanley

Diplomas.

Education.

conquer the difficulties. "Get a good
education, for. to him who will, ways
are not wanting."
The school has. as
all know, been subject to a great diOf course it
versity of teachers.

Theodore P. Hill.
A

useful and practical education
be obtained without at least
tew years of
study In the school-

cannot
a

would have been better for some rea- room or by private instruction.
There
sons not to have had such a change.
are very tew now-a-days who use
the
But when we stop to think of it, how latter method.
beneficial It has been to us all. Each
It seems hardly possible that such
teacher has different ideas concerning great men as Livingston and
Lincoln
our studies.
This has been a very did, but it is a fact.
If we had had only
great help to us.
Children just beginning their school
one teacher, we would still be clinging
days have no idea of what an educato the same ideas.
tion is; in fact nearly every
thought
How amusing it will be in years to is pleasure or mischief.
come when we look back and think
It is therefore with
difficulty and
how bravely we roughed the breakers much trouble to the teacher
that they
In the Chebeague High school, and of are taught to be
orderly during school
the various pilots who have guided us hours.
over the troubled waters.
In this nerve-straining work
the
Dear friends, next, let me instill children's
parents should assist the
Into your minds a few words in regard teacher as much as possible.
Neglect
to your personal character. Cheerful- to do this
may bring serious trouble
ness is a very important thing to cul- to the children.
tivate in our souls. If we make up our
Careful attention and ecouragement
minds to It, we can be cheerful under to the little ones will
generally make
any circumstances, no matter how ad- them studious pupils
ready to spend
verse they may seem for the time be- a reasonable amount of
time in preing.
By doing this we increase not paring their lessons.
only our own happiness, but the happiThere are many in school who atness of those around us.
Dr. Johnson tend only because the state laws comhas said that the habit of looking pel them.
upon the bright side of everything was !
These boys and girls consider their
better than Ave thousand dollars sal- time as wasted and school
days are
A laugh is worth
ary a year.
a
a period of hardship.
hundred groans. By keeping the face
It is certainly difficult for pupils to
to the sunlight the shadows are cast sit at their
desk and read over matter
behind.
Let us cultivate cheerful- which seems
nothing more than proness.
Let us look upon the virtues
nouncing the words or reading senand not the faults of those around tence after sentence.
Such conditions
us.
are often brought on
.by valuing too
There are very few. if any of us, highly the outdoor
pleasures of which
who find things just as we want them. I
whispering and and passing notes are
and substitutes.
Annoyances,
disappointments
Time wasted in doing
troubles come to us all.
But strive these things could be used to
great
to do your best and hope for pleasadvantage in studying the meaning of
anter things.
a few sentences or thinking out soluYoung friends, encouragement
is tions for some of the difficult
probone of the most constant needs in life.
lems.
Multitudes are bearing heavy burThe teacher Is always willing to exdens which a few words of cheer plain statements not
perfectly underwould lighten.
Life takes on new stood.
when
under
the
rain
of encourbeauty
The habit of being absent a day or
aging words. A single expression of two now and then never leads to sucwill
sometimes
a
turn
appreciation
cess. on the other hand It leads to a
soul to an upward path.
Where we lacK 01 (merest and causes
a student
have one chance of doing a good to become dull and
discouraged
caring
we
have
a
hundred
chances
to little whether school
deed,
keeps or not.
speak a good word. The way the batAt about the age of fifteen when
tle may go on in another's life, may education Is no longer
compulsory, the
our
faithfulness
in desire to leave school and
depend upon
go to work
an
word
at
the
encouraging
•peaking
becomes the strongest.
There are
time.
rives
Human
are
mouldproper
numerous chances for both men and
ed by honest words which have in women who are
contented to work
them a tone of quality.
Tokens of year after
year for the same pay.
and
admiration
are
the
sympathy
Some after a time have their wages
which enable others to win increased, but that
means
does
not
give
The kind. Invigorating th*»m an
the conflicts.
education.
word Is like a spring along a desert
They regret having left school and
Frances Ridely
highway.
Havergal having yielded to trifling thoughts. A
when
she
truly
sang:
sang
strong will power Is often dangerous,
"The memory of a kindly word for but Is the best means of
conquering
long gone by.
the tendency to stop in the middle of
The fragrance of a faded flower sent a school course.
If one looks

I
I

lovingly,

on

What we are
mast know the truth.
not tare of, we mint never expreas a*
Accuracy In the matter In
a fact.
hand may be of little Importance, but
accuracy of the mental and moral
habit la beyond eatlmate.
No matter how much we may be
engaged In pleasures or In occupation*
we And some time for thought and reMental occupation* are a
flection.
pleasing relief from bodily exertions
The mind flnda In Ita con tempi at Ion a
• aource of amuaement and of plea*,

Every

polntment

proapecta

cannot

be

formed.

conalderatlon dlaplaya the

Thla

beneficial
reanlta of furnlahlng the mind with
Ideaa which may amuae It In lelaure
and dlapel the gloom of melancholy
The uneducated man compared with
the educated, Is like a blind man and
literature
How
one that can see
beautifies the mind, how It multiplies
the Ideas. It affords pleasures which
wealth cannot procure and which povA
erty cannot entirely take away.
w«11 educated mind place* Ita postusor abore the trifling vexations
which continually perplex thoae who

side

he

will

everyday life.

day brings aome dlsapand every moment brlnga
na nearer the time wh#n the preeent
•cenea ahall fade away and future
ore.

the dark

only

many
reasons for giving up a task, but If
both aides are considered there are
more Important reasons why this task
should be completed.
A good motto for everyone to follow
In obtaining an education Is, "Stick
to Your Books."
A thorough knowledge of the grammar school studies combined with a
course In business college, will flt one
for an ordlnady business
position
such as a
typewriter, stenographer,
bookkeeper, and so forth, where the
reliable employee receives fair wages
In connection with a knowledge of
these subjects, good penmanship and
rapid calculation are quite necessary
In order to record quickly, accurately
and plainly the maay business transactions.
In connection with grammar school
and business college studies. It would
be well to include a high school course
of algebra, geometry, and a few studies which might be most useful In

The gleaming of a sudden smile or
sudden tear.
The warmer pressure of the hand.
The tone of cheer."
Another thing which adds to our
character Is the love of the truth and
the habit of speaking the truth. The
man who never excuses himself for
making a mistake Is not likely to be
truthful In his speech. Conversely,
the man who Is always careful will
nrobably be clear thoughted In his
'To ap^k the troth, we
apeech.

i

see

There are many problems In arithmetic which cannot be fully understood without a knowledge of geomThis subject enables one to
etry.
dig to the actual foundation of mathematics and find reasons for every
statement.
Algebra provides a means of working oat problems on the power and
root basis.
Often much difficulty Is avoided by
the use of lettera representing unknown quantities.
A high school education with a normal course is a good foundation on
which to begin a teacher's career.
Of coarse the normal training may
be omitted, bat In that case a very

Important part Is left out.

and national government are furnishing to boys and girls. It seems that
everyone in good health ought to attend school long enough to secure at
least a beneficial education.
MODELS.

Stanley

T. Bennett.

Tn all the mechanical arts we find
the model the first and by far
the
most important point to be considered.
The model must be of such a structure that it is the nearest approach to
perfection of any thing that human
craft and
handiwork
can accom-

up to

accumulated,

when we come near to
the end of life's
Journey. But If we
have followed the right model we
shall have the satisfaction of knowing
that we have not lived in vain.
We
shall know that our Influence is still
going on. that It will go on to Eternity.
How much the future
depends upon
the acts of the present.
If we sow
wild oats to-day we shall
reap the

to-morrow.
Therefore let us
lives monuments of true
manhood. Let us make them as the
sculptor makes his model; the nearest approach to perfection of
anything
that
can be accomplished.
Then,
from the models of the poet. "Let us
steal away, gently and
lovingly only
remembered by what we have done."
same

make

our

plish.
A hundred years ago Great Britain
excelled all the countries of the globe
in her mechanical arts.
But today "LETS GO TO EASTMAN'S FIRST."
as all the great expositions
have
Overheard
on
the big
steamer
shown, the United States leads them Machigonne the other
day the above
all in her labor saving machines, her remark seemed
to ring
with potenfine yachts and steam vessels;
her tiality.
Why go to Eastman's—bearchitecture and her automobiles. The cause the store itself
appeals to the
to taste of summer
European nations are growing
people and the habit
recognize this more and more and the of catering to island trade has
given
But the clerks valuable
output is steadily Increasing.
experience in the
how has the United States come to
such preeminence in these arts? Simply by getting down at the very core
of the matter, the model. 9he has
corrected her models until It seems
that there is no chance for further
improvement.
But, as the future
will probably reveal, we have not yet
reached
still
perfection; there is
something to which we have not attained.
As in the mechanical, so In the fine
arts, we find the model the keynote
of greatness.
No
true
sculptor,
painter, or orator, begins to work his
particular art until his model
has
been brought to an excellence beyond

knowledge

shipments

of boat

to

the

different points in the Bay.
Eastman Bros, & Bancroft are well and
widtty known In Casco Bay and if
these ladies went to Eastman's first
they probably finished their shopping
there.

Straw
H KTS
Newest shapes,
48c, 89c, $ 1.50 to

83.00.

on

A style-message to our well dressed
men, ever
the alert for "Dame Fashion."
This week marks a great
big Style event at

store.
A leading New York Clothes Maker has
just
sent his surplus stock of
Suits in
swagger

our

Worsteds, Serges

bought

position.

Plumbing
Piping
Your orders

will

receive prompt
tention.

BLUE SERGE SUITS in medium and
light
at these popular
prices.

S9.95, SI2.50, SI5, SI8, S20
"Everything

between the right and the
wrong model, but in the finished article whether It be of the arts or of
character, the contrast is far more
vast.
In the soul of every person are two
contending forces.
One Is fighting
for good and the other for evil.
Our
future depends upon the force which
we follow and allow to rule In
our

255 MIDDLE

ASH POINT

Furniture,

Ice Cream

TO LET.

cottage at South
Harpswell for the summer montha.
The cottage la neatly furnished and
la handy to the water. Will rent reasonable.
Address. L. C. Estes.
Booth Harpswell, Me.

•reoffered for aale her#.

Increaelng yearly.
bay- Addreee

Bailey Island, Maine
annexes

is

a

where

Bay

Lud valuta
Now la the

Spmlding,
FUrpsivtU.

home-like

good

sea

food and comfortable rooms are provided
at reasonable rates.
Transients served
with dinner daily. Open June 25 to Oct.
worn TIRMI APPLY TO

Cram, Propr.,

Freezers,

<

Bailey Island, Me.

Cliff

sizes.

Hooper's

482 and 484

sum mar

L. H.
South

Mr*. F. E.

Oren

CLIFF COTTACK.

Some of the flnett lots In Caeco

ME.

Japanesh Porch Shades,
Croquet Sets,

Mr*« L. W. Southard Prop.
CLIFF ISLAND, MB.
Finest locator], Excellent rooms and
table ratea on application.
Cliff laland la famous for bathing, fishing and
beautiful walks.

time to

cottage with

ST., PORTLAND,

Hammocks,
Flags of all

Fine

Wear."

All Kinds Or
Summer Goods
For The Fourth.

384-390 FORE ST.

are

At

Boys

1 sura GOODS STORE.

hearts.

Two young men once left the same
town for the city.
Both held high
hopes for the future.
Both were going to make their mark.
One of the young men became acquainted with a dashing young fellow somewhat older than himself. He
watched the young fellow and did
as he did.
He followed him to the
saloon and took his first glass
of
Soon the young man found
liquor.
himself In the lowest depths of debauchery and vice.
He took
the
wrong model.
The other young man took for an
associate a young fellow who went
to church, kept in good company, and
had no bad habits.
The young man
has now a good position and Is doing well.
He gives the credit of his
success to the young fellow he
followed years ago.
This young
man
took the model all should follow.
Perhaps you will ask how men like

Men and

AMERICAN CLOTHING CO.

F.&C.B. NASH CO.

contrast

quick.

weight depenbable quality

Porch

at-

good fabrics. We
taking the entire lot, and
on a
money-saving pro-

S5.00, 5.90,7.50,8.50, 9.95

—AND-

were
nearly perfect.
They lived
them in their own lives.
Towering high above the models of
the mechanical and fine arts stand
the models of character.
As in the
arts so in character, there is a vast

Act

Outing

other

TWO PIECE SUITS, dark and
light patterns,
exceptional value. Just what you need for this
warm weather.

nishings.—Adv.

The ancient Greeks
worked
out
their images by the finest specimens
of human life as models, and
the
Greeks spent much time in perfecting their bodies, both by exercise and
temperance.
This is the reason for
the high place which Greecian sculpture takes
Their models
today.

and

'em at a low price,
here's where you come in

R. S. Davis Co. of Portland Have
What They
Advertise—Home
Fur-

improvement.

LINEN
COLLARS
All stytos, 15c
quality. Mil here
at 10c.

Sons.

Congress Street.

AUCOCISCO HOUSE,

Island,

F. M.

la noted for U* M««i
location, It* cool com fortaU* room*, rrary on*
ororlooklnc tko watora
at Caaeo Bay and a tobl*
abounding In rood food.
Wtoatod within
m
faat of Um water, on#
idImU'i
walk
from
poa faiflUa and
ataamar
landing, H ran ba mtkad by Harp*wall Statin•r Haa from Portland In

^

PRE8COTT, Mgr.

Maine.

I

U mlnataa.

Madia plumMn( and

fl^aa flrt pla^aa. ftplan*
dU hoatlnc. bathinc and

Ratal
from
AaMac.
l«J»ta 117.J# waaaty.

SEND TOUE SUBSCRIPTION IN NOW.

ISLAND
v

STEAMERS.

Misses Gertrude and
tnann, Bra Siteman,

HARPftWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Th« 365 Island Rout*

HARPftWELL DIVISION.
In Iff»Ct June 24. 1907.
Prom Portland, Going lut.
Leave Portland. 7.00. 10.00 a. m., 1.39,
5 10 p. m. Sunday. 9.15. 10.15 a. m.. tt.00.
a2.30. Z5.45 p. m.
Leave Lone Island. 7.25.
10.25 a. m..
I.55. 5.35 p. m. Sunday, 9.40. 10.40 a. m.,
2.25 p. to.
Leave Lone Island
(East End), 7.25.
19.35 a. m.. 2.05. 5.45 p. m. Sunday, 9.50.
19.50 a. xn.. 2.25 p. m.
Leave UtUe Cbeb«a*ue. C7.40. C10.40
a. m.. C2.10. 5.50 p. m.
Sunday. C9.55.
C10.55 a. m., C2.40 p. no.
Leave Cliff Island. 7.55.
10.55 a. in..
2.25. (.05 p. m. Sunday. 10.10. 11.10 a. m.
Leave Jenka', Great Chebeafue, 9.05.
II.05 a. m.. 2.35. 9.15 p. m.
Sunday,
19-20 .1L20 a. m.. 2.55 p. no.
Leave Llttlefields.
Great
Chebeaaue,
9.15. 11.15 a. m
2.45, €.25 p. m. Sunday,
10.30. 11.30 a. m.
Leave Soutn
$.40. 11.40
Harpswe'.l.
a. m., 3.10. C.50 p. m. Sunday. 10.55, 11.55
a. m., 3.30 p. m.
Leave Bailey Island. *9.55. *11.55 a. m.,
••3.25. ••7.05
m.
t>.
Sunday, arrive.
••11.10a. m.. *12.10. *3.45 p. m.
Arlve Orrs Island.
9.15 a. m
12.15,
3.40, 7.20 p. m. Sunday. 8.00 p. m.
To Portland. Going West.
Leave Orrs Island. 5.40. 9.25 a. m., 1.30.
3 40 p. xn. Sunday, 5.45 a. xn.
Leave Bailey Island. *9.00. **9.35 a. m..
•1.50. ••S3.25
p. in.
Sunday, **9.05,
••11-10 a. in.. *12.10. *3.40 p. in.
Leave South Harpswell. 6.15. 9.50 a. m..
2 05. 4.05
p. m.
Sunday.
9.25, 11.25,
B11.55 a. m
3.45 p. ra.
Leave Littlefleld's. Gt. Chebeacue. 9.40.
10.15 a. m.. 2.30. 4.30 p. m. Sundays, 9.50.
11.50 a. m.. 4.1a p. s.
Leave Jenk's Gt. Chebeaaue. 9.50. 10.25
a. m., 2.40. 4.40 p. m.
Sunday. 7.00 a. m..
12 00 m.. 4.20 p. m.
Leave Cliff Island. 7.00. 10.35 a. m.. 2 50.
4.50 p. m. Sunday. 7.10 a. m., 12.10, 4.30
p. m.
Leave Little
Cnebearue. 7.15. C10.50
a. m., C3.05, C5.05 p.
m.
Sunday. C7.25
a. m.. C12.25, C4.35 p. m.
Leave Lone Island,
East
End. 7.20.
10.55 a. m.. 3.10. 5.10 p. m. Sunday, 7.30
a. m.. 12 30. 4.40 p. xn.
Leave Long Island. 7.30.
11.05 a. m..
3.20. 5 20 p. m. Sunday, 7.40 a. m., 12.40.
1.19. 4.50 p. xn.
Arrive Portland. S.00. 11.40 a. m.. 3.50.
9.00 p. in. Sunday. S.10 a. in., 1.10, 1.40.
5.15. 5 30 p. xn.

1

Laura BrockLou
-Perrin, Gertie. Lena and Etta Mitchell, Theresa and Mae Hill.'
Mr. Fred W. Ford, -who with
his
family, sre st the West End for the
season, left here for a very pleasing

WE ARE READY

With

•

vacation

"'

rive In

for

or

Portland

NEAR POST-OFFICE.

people.
Mr. C. W. LeGrow and family
of
Portland moved down to their new
cottage "Rockhaven." at the East End.
The steam drill is now in operation
drilling a well for Mr. LeGrow and
fine water is expected.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Littlefleld of

NEW MEADOWS DIVISION.
From Portland, Going East.
Week Day*. Sunday,

Portland, leave
Lone Inland
Lone Island. E. E
Jenks', Ot. Chebeague
So. Harpswell
Bailey's Island

a. m.
9 00
9 25
9 35

a. m.
10 00

Dow & Pinkham.
C ctiafn,

Insured in tk»

FIRE INSURANCE

Exchange St.,

Exchange St., Portland,

moved down last week.
The Long Island M. E. church observed last Sunday night as
children's night with the following pleasing program:
Slngin; by the chorus. In Our Own

Bright Day, prayer, dialogue. Greeting. J. Horr and H. Clark; dialogue,
Jacob's Vision.
Isabella
Parsons;
solo.
Phebe
Doughty;
dialogue,
four girls;
recitation,
Keey TryClarence
ing,
Clark;
recitation.
The
Royal
Palace,
Margaret

Long

Island

I

Leod: Recitation Tis
I
Be
Not
Afraid. Harry Clark; duet, Mildred
McLeod. Edith LJttlejohn; recitation.
The Golden Link. Dorothea
Johnson; dialogue. The Floral Cross, Thelma
Johnson, Phebe Doughty: solo.

tion.

Clifford Doughty; singing
by
chorus. When the Years Go by; recitation, Catherine York;
recitation.
Morning Prayer. Phebe Doughty; solo. Francis Woodbury: recitation. Be

Kind to Father. Leo Horr; recitation.
Bennie Stewart; singing by chorus.
Song of Tribute.
Mr. F. E. Bacon of the Bacon Manifold Co.. of Portland has leased the
Everett cottage for two weeks and
moved his family down last Saturday.
Mr.

Mrs. George Bates and
Miss Ethel of Cambridge,
Mass.. are now at their summer home.
"Idylehurst," for the season and have
as guests, Mr. and Mrs. P. 8. Eaton
and child, also of Cambridge.
and

Mrs. Sarah J. Allen and daughter.
Lois, of Rozbury. Mass., have taken
of the 8eward cottages for .the
season.
Mrs. Allen formerly stopped
with Mrs. Bragg at Tarry-a-Whlle cottage. she Is a great addition to West

one

SUMMER

,

VACATION COMFORTS

j

for the tourist and traveler.

Attractive waterproof
silk and

cases

in

ginghams for Sponges,

Wash-cloths and toilet articles.
Brushes, Mirrors, Manicure Goods
in

convenient, compact patterns.

Creams, Lotions, Powder

helps of al kinds.

End social life.

The Beverly Club of Portland, composed of ten charming young ladies,
have taken one of Ponce's cottages
for the season and many pleasant
evenings have been enjoyed by musical entertainments.
The following
ladies compose the
young
club:

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO—

CistOB Hint Wharf. Pirttiil Mi.
Southerland; singing.
chorus, Bring
recitation
Today;
Estora Time Table in Effect July 1at, 1907.
Doughty;
Abbie
recitation,
McWEEK DAYS.

daughter.

Dr. F. H. Nutting, wife and daughter of Norwood. Mass.. arrived Sunday and are located at the Norwood
cottage, but will move into their neiw
cottage as soon as finished.
Mr. Fred P. Harriman. wife
and
child of Portland and Mr. and Mr*.
A. M. Sonle and family have taken
"Camp Wigwam" for the summer and

Me

Them

...

a—Balling trip.

-

Vicinity.

...

B—Steamer goes east via Orrs Island.
•—Mackerel Cove "Wharf.
••—Old Wharf.
1—For all landings except Cliff
Island.
Uttleflelds and Orrs.
C—Boat calls on signal only.
Z— Stops to land passengers
only.
E. L. JORDAN. Gen. Mgr.

street and Mr. and Mrs. J.
Fowler will spend the month
of
July at Dr. Beals* cottage, the "Brocton," having moved down last week.
Mrs. J. H. Thompson of Cambridge.
Mass.. arrived last week and
her
daughter and husband,-Mr. James J.
Ryan, who has just finished the season in the Clansman and who is also
well known in Portland, having played
both at the Gem and the Cape, arrived
Monday and will pass the season here
at the Coronado cottage.

and Toilet

Perfumes, Sachets, Soaps and Sponges.
H .H. Hay's Sons, SSftfiSSI

For
Ftoreat
City
(Peak*
Landing
Island)—A.45. (.46. 7.60. 9>0. 10 Jf- a. m
12.16. 1.20. 2.20. 2 2l>. 4.20. 6.30. (.20. 7 20.
8 20. 920. 11. 16 p. m.
Return—(.16. 7.20. 8.20. 9.20. 10.60 a. m
12.36. 1.26. 2.45. 3.40. |5.00. 5.40. (.40. 7.15.
».00. 110.16. 11.20 p m.
For Cushing» Island—€.45.
7.60.
9.00.
10.20 a. m.. 12.16,
2.20. 4.20. < 20. 9 20
m.

p.

Return—7.05. 6.06.
9 15.
11.00 a. m..
12 45. 2.56. 4.46. 6 50. 9.45 p. m.
For Little and Great Dl.tmond
Islands.
Trefethens
and
Evei green
landing"
(peaks Island)—*6 00.
fc.40.
7.10. V.^O.
10.20 a. m.. 12.16. 2.00.
4 20. 6 20. (.20.
7.20. ft.20 p. m.
Return—Leave Little Diamrod Island—
( 20. 7.26 8 25. 9.45. 11.60 a. m
1.25. 2 26.
5.20. 7.00. $.66. 9.25 p. m.
Return—Leave Great Diamond Island—
.(15. 7.20. 8.20. 9.40. 11.46 a. m.. 1.24. 2 20.
6.26. ( 56. 1.60. 9 20 p. m
Return—Lmv*
Trefethens
landing—
(.10. 7.16. 6.16 9 26. 11.40 a. m
1.16. 2.15.
6.20. (.46. 8.45. 9 25 p. m.
Return—Leave
Evergreen
I-andlnjc—
( 06. 7.10. t 10. 9.20. 11.25 a. m
1.10. 2 10.
6 16. (.60. 8.40. 9.20 p. m
For Ponces Landing
(Long Island)—
•6 00. 7.10. 8.16. 9.00.
10 20 a. m
12.15.
2 00. 4.20, 6 20. (.20. 7.20. 8.20 p. m.
Return—6.66. 7.10.
8 00.
10.16. 11 2*
a. m.. 1.00, 2.00. 6 00. (.40.
8.20. 9.16 p. m.
For Hope Island and Eastern
Landing
(Chebeague Island)—8.15. 9.00 a. m., 2-00.
( 20
..

p.

m.

a.

m

Return—Leave
Hope
I9 60 a. m., 14 25 p. m.
Return—Leave Eastern

9.20

4.16

p.

m

Island—f(.45.

Landing—(.25.

For South Harpsarell—9 00 a.
m.. 2.00.
( 20 p. m.
Return—(.00 a. m
2 60 p. m.
For Gurnet Bridge
(New
Meadows
Ri\er)—29 00 a. m.

Return—22

00

p.

m.

SUNDAYS.
For
Fnreet
City
(Peaka
]»Und>—T OO. I N. 0.00. Landing
10 00. 11.00 a. m
12.20. 1.1ft. 2 20. 3.20. 4.JO. S 30.
CS0. 7 JO.
• JO p. m
For Cuehlnga
»00. 11.00
a. m
12.2«». 2 JO. 4.10. < 20. 7 JO
m.
PlT'Llttlt ind Qmt -Diamond p.
IelarwH.
Trefathena
and
Evergreen
l.anrifn*a
(P»tk* I»landi-7.00.
»00. 10.10 a. m
12 20. lift. J 10. ft JO. « #o. :.jf)
m
For PrmcM lamllni (Ix>ng p.Ialand>
7 00. ft.oo, »J*. 10. jo a- m
12 20. 1.1ft.
J JO. J JO. ft. JO. ft to. 1 JO p. m.
For Hop* Inland »nd E«atern
landing
(Chebeague lalandl—9.00. • J0 a. m..
2 20.
ft tO p. m
FOr South Harpawell—ft.00. » JO a. m
t tO. < 20 p. m
For flurw!
BrMf»
(N»w
Mendowa
River)—t» J0 a. m,
•Thla trip doea not atop on down
trip
iWnthrr permitting.
|Or at th« rlo«» of the performance at
f/»e Oem Theater.
IStopa on "Ignal only at Tending Indicated to receive and land
pnaaengera.
Unavoidable delaya »ir*ptH and aub><*t to change without notice.
Additional Trip Tu^jr* and Saturday*—10 N p. m for Format Cltjr. Trefethena and Evergreen
landing* (Peaka
Little
1aland).
and
Oreat
Diamond
)• *n -i#
and
ponce*
landing
fL/mg
MM. Return trip for Portland, lea re
poncea Landing 11 00 p. m..
Evergreen
Landing 11.10 p. m Tr^fethena landing
11.lft p. m.. Oreat Diamond laland 11.90
p m.. Little, rtampnd. Jaland jl 28 p m
TO
ORIAT
CHIBIAOUI
ISLAND.
SOUTH HAPPSWSLL AND THI
FAMOUS OURNIT UP THE
NSW MIADOWS PIVSP.
Baeueclen.
Paa**ngar and
FreljM
Service Commanelng
Monday, July IIIFY»r Baatem Landing
(Cnebeagu* laland)—* it. ».00 a. m
t on. I N p. m.
Return—Iyeav* Baatem landing—ft
11.
'• "» a.
in., ft.ll p. m.
Tor South Marpewell—$.00 a. m
J.00,
< 20
m.
—

p.

Return—<.00 i m
l.ftO p. m.
For Our net
Bridge, (New Meadow*
River t
*9 <■+ a m.
Return—"t.OO p. m.

•Weafner penult ting.
Unavoidable delaya
and ««bjeet to change withoutexcepted
MUM. •
C. W. T. OOMMO, Oeneral
Manager.

in

90c to

$12

ea.

Oriental colors, 60 inches

denim silkoline and

$L00

Piazza Cushions
Mail orders

$3 PT.

$2.25
burlap
to

$9.50

25C tO $1.00

promptly and carefully attended

to.

T. F. FOSS & SONS.
COMPLETE HOUSE FURNISHERS.

PORTLAND,

Mr.

MAINE.

Mrs. E. L. Cobb of East
spent Saturday and Sunday
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Moses
Woodman of Bunny Bank.
and

island trade Is dally on the increase
people are getting the habit of
calling at their cool warerooms opposite the Post Office for
everything in
the cottage furnishing line.

Deering

and

as

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Kennard
and
Ella are at the Wilson cottage. the guest of Mr. Fred Wilson
as they have leased their
cottage to
Mrs. Martin and family of Montreal

daughter.

80UTH HARPSWELL.
Continued from Pact 2.

for the season.
When in Portland don't forget to
call at the Portland
Upholstery and

Decorating Company

and

also

and is now

felght agent at the South
Harpswell landing of the company.
Mrs. O. G. Douglass of
Lewiston,
Me., opened her cottage here
on
Monday last, and is now here for

visit

their factory in the Zenas Thompson
Building and see the fine line of antique and colonial furniture. Just the the season at
their summer house.
proper things for your cottage. See
With Mrs. Douglass was her
grandadvertisement in this paper.
daughter, Miss Ruth Morey.
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Brown of PortHon. E. L. Pickard
of
Newton,
land. Mr. and Mrs. E. Atherton of
has arrived here again this
South Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Mass..
season at the Auburn
Mr.
colony.
Overall of Boston were guests the
Pickard comes to Harpswell
every
past week of Mrs. J. P. Holcombe at
and greatly enjoys life here.
summer,
her pleasant summer home, SunnyIn company with him is his
daughter.
slope cottage. West End.
Miss Julia and her friend. Miss Anna
Mr.
L.
O'Donnell and
The new Seward cottage has been
family of Grant.
taken for the season by Mrs.
J. L. Portland have been at their cottage,
The gasolene boat of Mrs. W. A.
Burke and daughter Louise. Miss the Bean Pot, for some time and are NlcCandless
was repaired
by an ennow
an
addition to the cotAnnie Henderson and Miss M.
building
E.
gineer from Boston last week, and
tage.
Pettit all of New York City.
is now in commission for the
summer.
Mr. Fred L. Hutching and family
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton S.
Wady. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Bridge of BosPansy and Mr. Clyde of New York of Beckett street have moved into ton. and also Mrs.
Bridge's mother,
City arrived last week and are now their new cottage at the East End.
Mrs. Burroughs, are at their
cottage
at "Fir Lodge." for the summer.
Mr. William Davis and family of
here, arriving FYiday last.
Mr. Chas. Haley of "llsleyhurst" cot- Auburn. Me., have taken a cottage
Brown
Manager
of the Auburn cr'tage had as his guest last week his at the East End and are now pleas- !
ony has received many bookings since
brother and wife Mr. and Mrs. Bert I antly located for the season.
the season opened, and now has his
Mr. John Mitchell and family
Ilsley of Cambridge. Mass.
of house Ailing rapidly with
guests.
The
The Rev. G. B. Nye and wife, pas- Portland moved down to their sum- flint of the week after
opening there
mer home last week and they are ac» were
tor of the Long Island M. E.
fifteen
guests here,
and now
church.
William Rohr. Miss Grace McVane companied by their son. and Mr. and there
are
over
thirty registered
and the Misses Lawrence spent sever- Mrs. J. W. Mitchell who came
this j guests.
al days in Norway last week, attend- week to spend the season with them.
Mrs. F. A. Packard and Mrs. A. M.
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Christensen of Packard of
ing the Epworth League Convention.
Lewiston arrived at the
Portland
are at their summer home Auburn
The many friends of Mrs. A.
M.
colony on Friday last for the
Conley of Lisbon Ffclls. who has for at Harbor Grace.
summer.
a number of seasons
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schonland and
occupied one of
Mrs. James Newall of Durham, and
the Seward cottages and is now ser- child of Portland
were guests of also Charles H.
Thompson of Lewisiously 111 there, are hoping for her their brother. Mr. Charles Schonland, ton. are being entertained
for a week
over
speedy recovery. Mrs. J. S. ArmSunday.
at the Strout house.
The party arof
Lisbon
Falls is now taking
strong
Mrs. W. L. Harris had as her guest rived here on Wednesday last and will
care of her.
Saturday and Sunday her sister, Mrs. remain until after the Fourth of July.
Mr. and Mrs. William
of
Wray, daugh- Arthur B. Libby, and husband,
Josephine Newall and 3. Tomer's
ter. Miss Emman and son William of Saco.
wife arrived here at
Harpswell on
New York, are as usual at their
sumThe many friends of Mr. Joe H. Saturday
last,
and will
Join Mr.
mer home the •'Bronx."
the
the popular purser of
having arrived Smith,
Tomer,
well known basket maker.
the
last week.
steamer Pilgrim, are pleased to see The entire party came here from
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Bryant of Wollas- him on duty again after several
familiar
years Oldtown, and are
figures
laston, Mass.. are guests at the Alls- spent in Boston.
Mr. Cecil W. Deer- among the residents and tourists here.
ton cottage. West End.
a
new
the Forest
Ing.
purser on
Herman D. Stover, son of Mr. and
is gaining friends every day Mrs. J. Harmon
Mr. E. E. Belcourt.
Stover, arrived here
manager of Queen,
his
courteous
and pleasing man- on Sunday morning last from
Shedden Company of Montreal, wife by
Hartand sister-in-law, were guests Tues- ner.
Everyone knows Purser Thurs- ford, Conn., where he haa been for
ton
who
has
been
of
on duty on all the
H. E. Morin of the "Pow Wow"
the past term as supervisor at
day
the
American School for the deaf. This
cottage on their return from Bar Har- boats during the early summer.
bor.
Miss Adrienne Lemire of MonMiss Mabel True of New Gloucester Institution is the oldest in the country
treal is the expected
in this line of work, and has
guest at the is a guest at the Earllne cottage.
at the
"Pom Wow" on July 5th.
Mr.
Mr. Frederick Kern and family of present time about 200 students.
Stover is to spend the summer with
Mr. J. L. Eaton and
family of Bos- Boston have taken the Richfield cot- his
ton are located at the Pink
parents, and It Is his Intention to
cottage, tage. East End. for the season and enter
Tufts College this fall, making
while their new summer home is
be- moved down last Saturday.
engineering a specialty. He was a
ing finished.
They expect to occupy
Mr. A. A. MacDonald. mate of the member of
the class of "05 that
it about July 10th.
gradThey have spent steamer Pilgrim, has taken one of uated
from the Westbrook
many summers at the West End and
Seminary.
Ponce's cottages for the season and
add much to the social life there.
Miss
Burr
Georgia
gave a delightful
moved bis family down last week.
Russian tea Friday afternoon last to
Mrs.
W. G.
Washburn
and
a select
of
daughters. Jessie B.. and Florence O.,
friends. Followcompany
and niece. Miss Irene
ing were the ladles present: Mrs. May
THEY HAVE THE GOODS.
Washburne.
Mrs. Frank J. Shaw and
Miss
Ballard.
Nina
Steele and Helen
daughter MarThe Johnston. Bailey Co. of Middle Bigelow. all of
guerite all of Dorchester are now at
Lexington, Mass.. and
street. Portland are as usual well Mrs. Jordan White and
"Bellevue" at the East End for
Miss Hazel
July. supplied with cottage furniture. Their White of
Lisbon Falls. Me.
Mrs. John Murphy and
daughter
are at Fern Rest and Mr.
and Mrs.
Peter O'Cornor and family are with
them.
Mrs. C. M. Dyer and
daughter. Grace, have returned from a visit
F.

JEWELERS

Claris, Cemfeuses, Seutvmer S/eens, I's'en-t

ef Fartland and

Congress

Me.

William Senter & Co.,

10 25
10 35
J50
1 0 50
10 15
11 IS
voices. Dorothea
Many
Johnson;
10 30
11X0
Sebasco
1120
12 20 recitation, Ruth Doughty; singing by
Candy Harbor
11*5
12 W chorus. The Mighty Army; recitation.
roster's Point
1150
12 SO Lilla Rohr;
recitation. The Sin of
Gurnet Bridge, arrive
12 15
1 IS
Edna Alexander;
Omission.
To Potland, Going Wsst.
solo.
Week Days. Sunday, Roses. Eva Horr; recitation. Flowers.
Hattle
Wallace; recitation,
Doris
p. m.
p. m.
Gurnet Bridge, leave
2 00
2 SO Bickford; recitation. The Song of the
Footer's Point
2 20
2 SO Market Place. Grace
McVane; readCundy Harbor
2 35
3 OS
ftebasco
Christian's
2 50
3 20 ing. The
Dream. Mina
Bailey's Island
3 40
4 10 Rich; dialogue, by four girls; reciSo. Harpswell
3 55
4 25 tation, Beatrice
Doughty; recitation.
Jenks'. at. Cnebeague .. 4 20
4 SO
Long Island. E. E
4 35
S OS Brighter up There, Lucy Horr; singIxmr Island
4 45
S IS ing by Mrs. Cushlng's Sunday School
Portland, arrive
S 15
S 4S class; recitation. Edith
Rohr; recita..

Portland,

and Seaside Freferly
leading c emfames.

51

Folding Screens,

End.
The Bachelors Club, composed of
Mr. A. C. Johnson, J. A. DeGsgne, J.
A. Pierson, Victor and Eskil Bjornberg, all of Portland have taken the
Harvard cottage for the season, at
the West End.

Miss Rosheen Glenn ister celebrated
her 1st birthday at her parents summer home at the East End. June 21.
A number of her baby friends were
present and the day was passed very
pleasantly and quietly by the young

cover, in rich

wide for

C., Saturday

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Burrowes and
family of Sherman street, and Misses
Belle and Genie Orr of Portland were
guests the past week at the Cook cotage, West End.
Mrs. Sarah J. Clark
of Melrose,
I
Mass., was a guest Sunday of Mrs.
W. C. Lambert at her cottage. West

promptly filled.

person

190-102 Middle St..

Dwellings,

D.

A special

West End.

JOHNSTON, BAILEY CO.,

35

Washington.

Cross Stripe and Musbn Curtains SOC tO
Couch Covers [over ninety patterns])

located at their summer home at the

SOUTH

FREEPORT DIVISION.
From Portland, Going East.
Leave Portland. 9.15 a. m., 4.30 p. m.:
.Sunday. 10 a. m.. 5.00 p. m.
Leave Sunset. Great
Cheb*aaue. $.55
а. m.. 5.10 p. m.;
Sunday. 10T0 a. m..
б.45 p. m.
Leave Cousins Island. 10.10 a. m.. 5.25
p. m.: Sunday. 10.55 a. m.. 5.55 p. m.
L«ave Lit tie Johns Island. 10.20 a. in..
5.35 p. m.; Sunday. 11.05 a. m.. «.05 p. m.
Leave Hamilton's
Great Chebeaxue.
10.50 a. m.. 5.45 p. no.;
11.15
Sunday,
a. m., (.15 p. m.
Boat!ns Island. 10.55. 11.25 a. m..
512S f? p* m-*» Sunday. 11.40 a. m.. 12.10
C.30. 7.00 p. m.
Leave South Free port. 11.10 a. in.. €.25
p. m.; Sunday, 11.55 a. m.. 6.55 p. m.
Mere Point. 11.50
a.
7.05 p. m.:
m..
Sunday. 12.25. 7.35 p. m.
Birch Island. 11.55 a. m„ 7.10 p. m.;
Sunday. 12.40. 7.40 p. m.
Arrive Center
HarpsweU. 12.10, 7.25
p. m.; Sundays. 12.55. 7.50 p. m.
To Portland. Going Weat.
Center HarpsweU.
5.30 a. m..
12.10 p. m.; Sundays. 1.45 p. m.
L*ave Birch Island. 5.45 a. m.. 12.25
p. m.; Sunday. 2.00 p. m.
Leave Mere Point.
5.50 a. m.f 12.30
P- in.; Sunday, 2.05 p. m
Inland. 6.15. 6 45 a. m..
12.55. 1.251 p. m.: Sunday. 2.30. 3.00 p. m.
Leave South FYeeport. 6.30 a. tn„ 1.10
P- m.; Sunday. 2.45 p. m.
i*ave Hamilton's Great Chebeaaue.
7.05 a. m.. 1.45 p. m.: Sunday. 3.20 p. m.
Leave Littlejonns Island.
7.15 aT m..
1.55 p. in.: Sunday. 3.30 p. m.
Leave Cousins Island. 7.25 a. m.. 2.05
p. m.; Sunday. 3.40 p. m.
Leave Sunset. Great Chebearue. 7.35
a. m.. 2.15 p. m.; Sunday. 3.50 p. m.
Arrive Portland. 8.20 a. m.. 3.00 p. m.:
Sunday. 4.35 p. m.

And Couch Covers.

year

August 4th.
Mr. George B. Gray, City Treasurer
of Westbrook. with his family are now

SUMMER COMFORT.
by mail

Every

week.

Cottage Curtains

Milllonslre Harvey of Philadelphia,
Pa., sends a party of men to visit the
Forest Reservation in the Western
Mr. Ford of the Boston TranStates.
script with eight other men
from
left Chicago,
Washington
Sunday,
June 30 and will visit St. Pan], Billings and Cody, spend eight days in
Yellowstone Park. Gardner, Butte at
Hamilton. Montana.
They will spend
eight days in the woods and 2 days
in Wallace, Idaho,
then Salt Lake
City, Utah: Helena. Glenwood, Provo,
Colorado Springs. Pikes Peak, and ar-

SUMMER FURNITURE

Orders

last

Ella and

|

to

Providence,

where Mrs.

Dyer's

son.

Dr. W. H. Dyer Is located.
She will
spend the season with her daughter.
Mrs. Murphy.
Mr. and Mr*. John Hall Sherwood
of Cambridge, Ma**., are now at the
Eaat End for the aeaaon.
Mr. Melville H. Nichola and daughter, Mlaa Ada J., who ia employed by
the N.
Security Bank
of
Lynn,
and
*ons
Arthur Prlnitle.
John
Morrill, wpecial delivery mall carrier
of Lynn, and Lawrence
Herbert,
and their gueat.
Mlaa Mildred
WI1llama. a acbool teacher at
Tapley▼llle. Ma** are apendlng two weeka
at Cambridge
cottage.
Eaat
End.
Mra. Suale B. Nlchola returned to
her hom# In Lynn laat week.
Mra. M. E. Litttefleld of Cambridge
■past aeveral daya at her cottage laat
week prior to leaalng It for July.
Mr. and Mra. O. H Furbuah
and
ion. Charlea
of Bark Bay. Boat on.
have taken Rock cottage for the aea
ion and moved In
Saturday.
Mr. and Mra. J. A. CoUey
and
Family, Mr. and Mra. P. A. Orlbbfn
ind family. Mr. and Mra. W. R. QrlbMn. Jr.. and children and Mr. and
Mra. Charlea W. Drew and child all
it Portland are at tyshawmut building for the next taro weeka.
Mr. A. P. Whlttler apent Saturday
it the Imp cottage, the gueat of Mr.
H. J. Cloaeon.

jtaue you

euer

8^9 or tried

a

"Qap^ flw ^am/r^oeK?"

ill MM
or
HUB
inmt
fUWISilKiS.
of success."

It means more than
any

lawn

swing

or

swinging

settee ever invented.
It means a couch, a

a

swing, two

arm

bed,
chairs,

for four people at
one time and lends
an air
of solid comfort to the
scene of which it forms a
part—we sell 'em.
seats

COREY'S

